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Preface
Who are we in this report? It is a product of efforts undertaken within the
context of the Security Policy subproject of the overall project on Security
in tomorrow’s Europe – Swedish perspectives (SES).

Chair of this subproject is Dr Michael Sahlin who also chairs the sixth
department of the Swedish Royal Academy of War Sciences. Vice chair is
Dr Lars-Erik Lundin. We take joint responsibility for the entire report. We
also gratefully acknowledge a large143.
number of comments and suggestions
from members and corresponding members of the Academy in Sweden
and abroad including in alphabetical order Ian Anthony, Gunilla Herolf,
Gunnar Hult, Lars Wedin and Dov Zakheim. Bruce Acker has edited the
English language of the report and Inger Bäcklund the Swedish preface and
summary. Lars-Erik Lundin has produced the illustrations with the exception of the Security Union screenshot from the EU Commission homepage.
--At the time of finalizing this report, the overall security policy context
has become further dramatized, for Sweden and Europe, with the simultaneous events in all directions seen from Brussels and Stockholm: the
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US presidential and congressional elections of unprecedented existential
importance, Belarus and, by extension, Russian signs of upheaval and
then, in the Southern dimension – the topic of this report – the crisis in
the East Mediterranean area, and beyond – all three illustrating the kinds
and degree of security challenges facing Europe
--The importance of, and our choice of, the Southern dimension stems from
a number of factors and considerations not always fully appreciated in a
North European security policy context, and these can be briefly summarized in the ensuing points:
• Issues and challenges of the Southern dimension, as here defined, have
proven to provide an increasing burden on the various European
decision-making or deliberation tables in recent years as a result of
relevant, significant trends and mega-trends, one of these being a
trend to multilateralization of power distribution globally and in the
region, at the same time as European actors finding it increasingly
non-workable to trust conflict containment imposed or negotiated
by global players;
• Issues and challenges of the Southern dimension are particularly complex and varied, calling for equally complex and varied means of
responses, and tend therefore to put strains both on transatlantic
relations and on intra-European relations;
• A study of the issues and challenges pertaining to the Southern dimension clarifies the significant link existing between this Southern dimension and the Eastern dimension – or East-West dimension. This
applies both in terms of military geography, e.g., the link combining
the Eastern Mediterranean via the Turkish Straits and the Black Sea
and onwards to Ukraine, Russia, Belarus and the Baltic Sea area, and
in terms of security analysis, e.g., conflict spillover risks. In fact – as
we argue here – it can be claimed that for a thorough analysis of
security threats and challenges in the East-West dimension a deep
understanding of the links to the Southern dimension are necessary.
We should underline here – and this is an important point to make – that
the conflicts we have selected for scrutiny, exemplifying the challenges
facing Europe collectively and each affected nation, are open-ended and
remain unresolved. There is no facit to account for. Periods of escalation
8

and actors' brinkmanship are interwoven with episodes of de-escalation,
challenging assessment and analysis. Our scrutiny of them is followed up
until the point of publication deadline. The same open-endedness then
obviously applies to the European responses, still ongoing, still in progress,
and experimentation. The struggle continues, a luta continua.
We also, obviously, have to underscore, here and elsewhere, with very
little time ahead of the US presidential elections at the time of writing, that
we have to guard against the particular uncertainty permeating security
developments both before and, depending on outcome, after these elections.
--In the final report from this project we will revert to the issue of Sweden
and its security as part of Europe including both the East-West and NorthSouth dimensions. In this context an initial analysis will be made of the
need for a new or updated Swedish national security strategy which mirrors
the strategic compass now under development on the EU level.

9

Förord
Vilka står bakom rapporten och vad handlar den om? Den är en produkt
av arbete som gjorts inom ramen för akademins projekt Säkerhet i morgondagens Europa – svenska perspektiv (SES), delprojektet säkerhetspolitik.

Säkerhet i morgondagens Europa
– SVENSKA PERSPEKTIV

Ordförande för detta delprojekt är Michael Sahlin som också är ordförande
i avdelning VI i Kungliga Krigsvetenskapsakademin. Vice ordförande är
Lars-Erik Lundin. Vi två tar gemensamt ansvar för hela rapporten. Vi
vill framföra ett tack för ett stort antal synpunkter och förslag från medlemmar och korresponderande medlemmar i akademien i Sverige och
utomlands, inklusive i alfabetisk ordning Ian Anthony, Gunilla Herolf,
Gunnar Hult, Lars Wedin och Dov Zakheim.
Bruce Acker har redigerat den engelska texten i rapporten och Inger
Bäcklund den svenska. Illustrationer har med undantag av bilden som illustrerar den nya interna säkerhetsstrategin (kopierad från EU-kommissionens
hemsida) producerats av Lars-Erik Lundin.
I rapportskrivningen slutskede har det övergripande säkerhetspolitiska
sammanhanget dramatiserats ytterligare för Sverige och Europa sett från
Stockholm och Bryssel: presidentval i USA, krisen i Belarus, krisen i östra
Medelhavet – tre brännpunkter som illustrerar de säkerhetsutmaningar
Europa står inför.
Vårt fokus riktat på den sydliga dimensionen bygger kortfattat på följande:
• betydelsen av denna dimension har ökat under senare år till följd av
både mer kortsiktiga trender och långsiktiga megatrender,
• utvecklingen splittrar Europa, också inrikespolitiskt, och har lett till
påfrestningar i den transatlantiska relationen,
10

• syddimensionen påverkar också östdimensionen i europeisk säkerhet. Militärgeografin förbinder Medelhavet med Svarta havet och
via Ukraina, Ryssland, Belarus med Östersjöområdet.
I slutrapporten från projektet kommer vi att återkomma till frågan om
Sverige och dess säkerhet som en del av Europas. I detta sammanhang
kommer en första analys att göras av behovet av en ny eller uppdaterad svensk nationell säkerhetsstrategi, som speglar den strategiska kompass som nu diskuteras på EU-nivå.
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Executive Summary and
Conclusions
“In the last 10 months, our neighbourhood has
become engulfed in flames, from Libya to Belarus”
(Josep Borrell to Financial Times September 13, 2020)

“Sweden will participate fully in and shape EU
cooperation in a way that safeguards both
Sweden’s and Europe’s interests. – - – Europe must
take greater responsibility for its own security.”
(Statement of Government Policy, 08 September 2020)

A rapidly deteriorating security situation
The security landscape in and around Europe is not at all reassuring. It
has in recent years been shaped by1. a sequence of disruptive changes. In
2020 developments have been dramatic. The quote from the EU High
Representative above describes this trend alluding to fire. In this report
this literally refers to fire resulting from conflicts, from organized crime
12

and terrorism, fire in refugee camps and notably fire resulting from climate change. And then there are all the manifestations of burning crises
which can be observed in other ways, including civil unrest, violence, oppression, torture and refugee flows. And then there are the burning lungs
of Covid-19 patients.
Some of the alarm signals have developed into distinct calls for action.
This can be observed even in the short period since the public presentation of the first draft of this report in March 2020 which included several
predictions of crisis (Idlib, Libya, Eastern Mediterranean).
The Russian annexation of Crimea and aggression in Eastern Ukraine
as from 2014 signalled a considerable worsening of East-West relations.
This led to a drastic rise in tension, especially in Northern Europe, setting
in motion a series of geopolitically relevant action-reaction processes – also
in the area of nuclear arms control.
In Europe's Southern ”near abroad”, The Middle East and North Africa,
developments these years – initiated by the Arab Spring uprisings as from
2011 – moved from serious to alarming, especially in Syria. There was a
sequence of events involving i.a.
• the rise and expansion in Syria and Iraq of the Islamic State,
• the ensuing US-led coalition struggle to halt and push back this extraordinary threat to the international community,
• Russia's arrival to the Syrian war scene,
• early indications of a trend to US withdrawal, and
• emerging trends to Russian-Turkish-Iranian cooperation,
all indicating that Syria and the wider Middle East were emerging as a
key arena of East-West confrontation. The importance of this arena can
arguably only be understood when it is linked to an overview of the global geopolitical map. And this map is changing in a way which is hardly
possible to predict except for the obvious fact that as Asia is becoming
more important globally, its importance is felt more clearly in Africa and
the Middle East.
In the year 2015, these and other crises led to an unprecedented wave
of migration into Europe, peaking in late 2015. A March 2016 EU-Turkey
agreement1 was seen to have largely halted it. But the migration crisis did
have – and continues to this day to have – a profound impact on the political order in Europe and challenged norms of liberal democracy.
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And in 2016, partly reflecting these trends, came two political watershed
moments, the UK “Brexit” referendum and the election of Donald Trump
as US president, both events with profound consequences for European
and transatlantic coherence.
These 2014-2016 trends and developments continued throughout the
following years. This took place against the backdrop of increased concerns
over global megatrends, such as climate change and an emerging crisis of
multilateralism and rules-based international relations. Altogether this
piled up a concerning number of disruptive factors and threats/challenges to European security to which the EU, and NATO and other security
configurations now have to respond, while the Covid-19 crisis and its
consequences have started and continue to haunt us.
Keywords of security policy analysis, therefore, are uncertainty and
insecurity, and more so now than for a long time. Predictability seems no
longer a shared value even in the West.2
Hence, as regards the threats and challenges to European security posed
by conflicts in the South risking to spiral into a major war, the report
starts with the case of Iran, including Iran-Iraq, Iran-US, Iran-Israel and
Iran-Saudi Arabia relations. The report stresses that the Iran crisis poses
particular challenges to Europe:
• in terms of the imminence of risk of major war
• and in view of strains in the EU-US strategic relationship in the Middle
East in general, and in Iran in particular, with the fate of the crucial
nuclear deal (JCPOA) being at the centre stage in this situation.
Additionally, there is the similarly demanding case of Syria, with its toxic mix of complex sub-conflicts (the north-east, Idlib and the Israel-Iran
conflict), the involvement of not only regional but also global actors,
notably Russia and the US, and the humanitarian and migration-related
challenges, combined with Syria's proximity to Europe contributing to a
concrete spillover risk in various ways.
The broader trends in the Mid-Eastern security theatre also affect Libya.
An increased internationalization of that conflict has created a near-proxy
war also there.
Clashing hydrocarbon development interests in the Eastern Mediterranean
are becoming securitized, even militarized. The result has been a lengthy
period of conflict escalation mainly involving neighbouring Turkey and
Greece but tending to enhance crisis more broadly between Turkey, on
14

the one hand, and other littoral Mediterranean states and the EU, on the
other, with Russia and the US largely standing by.
In this context of regional security crisis we devote, for reasons explained,
a special section to “The Turkish variable”, i.e., the growing importance
of Turkey under its current regime as actor and arena, and spoiler, and
the dilemma of the EU in finding a realistic balance between the need to
confront and the need to relate.

Key observations:
This report endeavours, however, to look beyond an evaluation of the
current security environment in the European Southern neighbourhood.
In so doing we make a number of more general observations which, we
claim, require urgent political attention:
• The threat of war spilling over from the South to Europe – or otherwise
impacting Europe – requires capacity building – but such capacity
building risks coming too late for relevance
• Other short- to longer term threats and challenges also require capacity
building as well as continuity and comprehensiveness
• The transatlantic link remains fundamental at least as long as sufficient
European capacity is not built. Still the containment proposition –
that great powers will in some way protect Europe from threats from
the South – needs to be revisited.
• Demands on EU(rope) – institutions as well as individual European
states – will be increasing. But capacity building in light of Covid-19
inevitably means more austere budgets
• Strategic autonomy is a wider issue than the military dimension – already a contentious debate – and includes, notably in light of the
Covid-19 experiences, supply security
• There is a need for a comprehensive approach 2.0 – a realistic synthesis
that includes the military dimension
• The overall securitization of the Southern dimension and related policies need to be carefully calibrated not to bring counterproductive
effects – necessarily a painful balancing act
15

The structure and purpose of the report
This security policy report is part of the Royal Academy of War Sciences
project ”SECURITY IN TOMORROW’S EUROPE – Swedish perspectives”. It is finalised just a few months before the US elections in November
2020. The first draft was distributed for comments before the eruption of
the COVID-19 pandemic. Further developments of strategic importance
having an impact on European security and on the analysis in this report
clearly cannot be excluded.
The report aims at demonstrating the importance of the Southern
dimension for European security. It is an exploratory study seeking to
formulate propositions for further research and debate, rather than to
provide definite answers. It will remain a living document throughout
this project, and beyond.
It systematically uses the acronym EU(rope) to refer to the fact that
Europe both consists of the EU and national actors, not all of which belong to the EU or act within the framework of the EU institutions. The
term seeks to pinpoint the continuous tension between centrifugal and
centripetal forces in Europe.
--The tremendous challenges – but also opportunities – facing EU(rope)
already become obvious when surveying – in a general way – projected
megatrends and trends affecting the relationship between Europe, Africa
and the Middle East during the rest of this century.
The seriousness of these challenges is illustrated in this report through
a brief overview of essential flow security dimensions (human, material
and virtual) of the North-South relationship. Some of them follow from
an analysis of megatrends and (shorter-term) trends, affecting the living
conditions and scarcity of resources in the North and in the South which
drive flows both in terms of trade and migration and the accompanying
exchange of information and financial resources.
This flow security analysis also leads to the analysis of conflicts and war,
not only in the North – South but also in the East-West dimensions. This
is illustrated in four brief empirical case studies of conflicts in the South
engaging not only local actors but also European and global powers. The
very real possibility that conflicts in the South may escalate to conflicts
involving Europe and global actors and thus gradually be transformed also
into an East-West conflict should not be overlooked. We have seen during
16

the work with this report several forecasts in this regard being manifested
in Idlib in Syria, in Libya, in Iran and Iraq, and as a last illustration the
Eastern Mediterranean.
--In the final report of the security policy part of the SES project we will
revert to the issue of Sweden and its security as part of Europe . An initial
analysis will be made of the need for a new or updated national security
strategy which mirrors the strategic compass now under development on
the EU level.

Background
Some 50 years ago security analysts in Sweden and elsewhere would need
to struggle to be taken truly seriously if they predicted another future than
the bipolar structure of the international system, based on nuclear deterrence between NATO and the Warsaw Pact. After the Cold War, similarly,
the total dominance of the United States led to the assumption that the
international system is unipolar and will remain so for a very long time
despite the ascent of China. Now we are faced with a situation where
the fear of a more anarchic international system is real and present. And
nowhere else is this fear as clear as in the Middle East and North Africa
where a number of states are bordering on implosion, creating multidimensional threats to Europe, including Sweden. The international system,
notably at the level of the United Nations, seems currently unable to deal
with the situation effectively. We see negative megatrends developing, including climate change. We see an erosion of the international multilateral
system, including international treaties.
At no time after the Second World War, or at least after the end of the
Cold War, have the challenges to preserve not only peace and security but
the potential for development and social progress and indeed to promote
democratic freedom and the rule of law been more pressing.
It is, however, clearly not enough to try to predict the future. One must
also try to develop a perspective or vision of a desirable future. This perspective of a desirable future needs to be comprehensive in a new way. We
advocate to this end applying what we label a comprehensive approach
2.0 which needs to be based on a realistic SWOT analysis (strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats) of what Europe has to face and
17

can contribute to security. It needs to factor in that a worst case scenario
in every context will imply crippling existing decision-making systems.

From megatrends to responses
Megatrends will not affect all parts of the globe in the same way. Population
explosion and climate change are expected to hit Africa and the Middle
East harder than others. Health security has – as illustrated by the Covid-19
pandemic – become a major problem also for Europe.
Therefore, immediate challenges are likely to increase and proliferate
over the long term. They will relate to more specific, albeit related, policy
areas/challenges of cooperation such as energy security, the humanitarian
imperative(s), migration, terrorism, organized crime and governance on
different levels.
The perceived needs on the part of governments in the South to acquire
ever more sophisticated weaponry, including weapons of mass destruction,
also pose potential threats to Europe.
Taken together this is a tall order for Europe, given the undermining of
the international multilateral system (cf the Iran JCPOA deal).
Domestic political stability in European societies needs to be resilient
to threats originating from the South. Constructive ways to address threat
perceptions held by broad segments of the general population in Europe
need to be developed.
The threats and challenges emanating from the South can no longer be
assumed to be contained in the South by global and regional powers. On
the contrary, global actors, notably Russia and China, pursue policies in
the South which in different ways fuel conflicts and negative flows. The
continuity and impact of US policies are also in doubt.
It is both for the short-term and the long-term future widely deemed not
to be a viable proposition that development and humanitarian policies will
suffice to address these threats and challenges. Specifically, it is clear that
the agenda for sustainable development at the global level is not sufficiently
elaborated as regards the security policy responses needed for the future3.
A minimum degree of stabilization of Europe's ”near abroad”, notably
crisis-ridden countries such as Libya and Syria – with the complex case
of Turkey as an intervening variable – remains a necessary condition for
European stability.
18

In the longer term, such stability is required for Europe to manage
material, human and virtual flows linked to the demanding global and
regional megatrends. Unsuccessful management of flows also fuels conflict.
Attempts to develop Europe into a relevant global actor, reflecting its
economic strength, is an increasingly tall order. The needed unity of action between the different European countries appears to be increasingly
difficult to establish. The way responses are developed can, as shown by
a long chain of evaluations, also exacerbate threats against Europe4.
There is a need for a wide range of complementary policies. But they
will, as noted, require a careful balancing act on the part of the responsible governments and international institutions to avoid counterproductive effects. Such effects include radicalisation, polarisation and generally
increased frustration on the part of affected populations, leading e.g. to
more terrorist acts, organised crime and more illegal migration.
How to relate to the existence of undemocratic societies in the South
with a considerable amount of corruption and a low level of human rights,
is in itself another challenge. These will most likely include countries
against which sanctions are or will be in place.
Seeking to isolate areas of cooperation, while facing wider areas of
conflict and confrontation, as during the Iran nuclear negotiations, will
continue to require skilful diplomacy.

The role of EU(rope)
The report sees the main engine driving European action not to be the
European Union itself. Rather a number of nation states are seen to be
interacting in a complex pattern of cooperation and competition. They
seek to mobilise Eu(ropean) resources to serve their interests and limit
their vulnerabilities. The EU, as a security actor in itself, reflects the real
force of mainly German, French, Italian, Spanish and to a certain extent
Polish security and defence policies. For EU member states it will be very
important to factor in their own interests when deciding whether or not
to seek a mainstream or even core actor role in different types of formal or
informal coalitions with these states inside or outside the EU. The notion
of solidarity enshrined in the EU treaties means that members have a legal
basis to hope for assistance in crisis. It is however increasingly important
also to visualise the assistance that Member States will be asked to give
to others, as was the case in the Covid-19 financial package.
19

There is a new leadership in Brussels since late 2019. The new EU
Commission in its early policy declarations has argued that it is long overdue for the EU to seek activation of a considerably more forward-leaning
and security policy-oriented role in the MENA region5. It is being seen
as untenable for the EU to continue to face spillover risks in abundance
from these areas while remaining insufficiently capable in terms of leverage. Translating economic strength into geopolitical leverage is deemed
increasingly crucial for the EU, regionally but also globally. The burden
is seen to fall increasingly on Europe as a cooperative framework also for
security policy to take responsibility for developing capabilities to respond
to a wide range of threats and challenges from the South. The European
Union is expected to play an increasingly important role in this context
already by providing a forum, the European Council, for continuous crisis
communication and consultation among leaders in Europe and with close
partners such as the United Kingdom6- This role will most likely increase
also when it comes to seeking to prevent, manage and resolve conflicts
in the Southern regions. Utmost care will need to be taken to develop a
European posture conducive to such conflict and crisis management.
However, the outlook for a mobilisation of such resources is grim. The
enormous funding generated in response to the Covid-19 crisis will for a
foreseeable future inevitably mean austerity in national and international
budgets. The agreement at the level of heads of state and government in
Brussels in July 2020 led to a further trimming of key budgets for defence
and international operations in the EU. This will most likely limit the
ambition in Europe – as in the US – to focussing on geo-economic more
than geopolitical interests. It will be very difficult to mobilise additional
resources beyond what already exists in the multiannual financial framework of the EU. This could make it near-impossible to devote sufficient
resources – in time – for future EU(ropean) capacity building in the area
of defence and security.

The global geopolitical context
To some extent, perhaps even to a considerable extent, the perceived need
for an enhanced European strategic autonomy will be related to whether
the United States will revert to a policy of engagement in European security and indeed towards a taking more responsibility in the Middle East
and Africa. European security interests are affected in many ways and may
20

be affected in further complex ways as we approach the US elections in
November this year.
Without a vibrant transatlantic link, the notion of strategic autonomy,
which so far can be seen more as a declaratory policy, may over time gain
more strength. In this sense the transatlantic link may force Europeans to
take more responsibility – or seemingly allow them to become more passive.
In NATO, not only the United States but also Turkey, with the second
largest standing army in NATO, and the UK post Brexit are key actors
introducing a number of additional complexities in terms of solidarity.
Cooperation within NATO will most likely require some agonising defence and security decisions in many European countries. At the same
time, however, support demanded by France, Italy and Spain and smaller
Southern European countries in the EU context may also lead to significant
requirements for Northern European countries such as Sweden to invest
in a military and other security-related presence in the South.
From this perspective, a report about the Southern dimension of
EU(ropean) security clearly needs to factor in much more than an analysis of the very prominent presence of Russia in the Middle East. The
emergence of China as a global power seeking to control flows in various
dimensions, not least concerning Africa and the Middle East, is an added
factor of increasing relevance. And it is not only an issue of China directly. China has mixed conflictual and cooperative relationships not only
with the third largest nation in terms of military budgets, India, but also
with its neighbour Pakistan as well as with countries in the Middle East.
If the ambition of European nations is to use their influence to promote
an African and Middle Eastern trading and production capacity under
secure conditions7, then the way China and of course Russia act needs to
be taken into account. Again, this is not only an analysis of their direct
influence or direct engagement but also how they work in more or less
close cooperation with different actors, ranging from regional powers to
non-state entities, including those with military capabilities.
To complicate the picture further one also needs to take into account
that the posture of these global powers are typically at least as difficult
to forecast as those of the United States and major European countries.
The leaderships of China and Russia also have wide-ranging threat perceptions, including of an internal nature. The way they choose to deal
with these threat perceptions is not always clear. They too must factor in
the unpredictability of international relations, just as a country such as
Turkey has had to face a totally different regional environment than its
21

leadership predicted just a few years ago. From “zero problems with all
neighbours”8 Turkey is now facing perceived threats from many different
directions and is navigating in a complex set of mixed cooperative and
conflictual relations with countries such as Russia far off what could be
expected from a NATO ally aiming at membership of the European Union.
It now has problems, basically, with all its neighbours.

The entire Southern dimension of European security would thus seem
to be extremely important also from an East-West perspective. Current
developments in the South undermine European capabilities to deal with
the threats and challenges facing us from the East in many ways, including
vital Western cooperative projects, notably the European and Transatlantic
institutional projects.
Even if Europe is able to mobilise tremendous resources in the face of
crisis, notably in the context of Covid-19, it is much less obvious that it,
for domestic political and other reasons, is able to build capacity in all
security dimensions, proportionate to the challenges facing it. This being
the case, the transatlantic link remains fundamental for Europe, including
for Sweden.
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Towards a comprehensive approach 2.0 in the Southern dimension
The response through the European Council to the Covid-19 crisis decided in July 2020 shows that (EU)rope is capable of meeting challenges
of huge dimensions. The same is true at the national level in most if not
all European states. So, to what extent and under what circumstances
is (EU)rope going to be able to meet existing and future security policy
challenges from the South?
Our assessment – following on from the lessons of the Covid-19 crisis – is that the degree of challenge most likely will have to become much
worse before prospects are genuinely improved in terms of joined up (EU)
ropean responses at the sufficient level.
If situational awareness arrives too late it will mean – as did the Covid-19
crisis – that Europe will be left less prepared and will face enormous costs
and casualties before being able to respond properly. Europe needs time
to build capacity to meet the comprehensive scope of challenges facing
Europe also from the South.
We can expect major obstacles ahead of such decisions. Options available to political leaders are often quite complicated and therefore result in
efforts to muddle through to avoid severe mistakes. In so doing, political
leaders often have to confront populist proposals which disregard essential elements of the overall basis for decisions. Campaigns are pursued to
develop seemingly attractive and straightforward solutions. And populism
is not the only problem. We furthermore have to take into account that
also in our societies in Europe, there will be efforts to promote policies
to the benefit of specific commercial and other interests, including postcolonial ones.
When it comes to foreign and security policy, clearly, grave mistakes have
been committed both during the period of the Cold War and also during
the period after the Cold War. This applies, i.a., to terrorism and its links
to organised crime and certainly also in recent years for illegal migration.
We have to analyse what the net benefit of EU(rope)an policies in the
South could be. A comprehensive approach “2.0” requires much more
than an enumeration of goals and challenges. It can never be summarized
in a static document for public consumption alone. It needs to be operative
and followed in a systematic way at different levels and based on what
is realistically possible given different types of constraints. It needs to be
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pursued both on regional and global levels and focusing both on threats
and, wherever applicable, opportunities.
The appetite to continue to explicitly build on the EU Global Strategy
from 2016 is so far not pronounced in Brussels. Instead, the Commission's
ambition seems to be to produce an updated threat analysis for the end
of this year described as a Strategic Compass9. And only when the EU
budget for the next financial perspective is also agreed on the parliamentary
level can strategic programs finally be decided. The usefulness of earlier
strategies is debatable. This is not necessarily due to a poor analysis but
mainly because future challenges were and remain very difficult to forecast. Who could have known the way ahead after the European Security
Strategy in 2003 at the time of the Iraq war? And who could have been
sure of the outcome of the referendum in Ireland over the Lisbon treaty in
2009? And how could the European Union Global Strategy of 2016 have
factored in the outcome of the elections in the United States in November
of that year? On the European level, the result of the presidential elections
in France in 2015 was as unpredictable as the way ahead for Brexit. And
then again for the future, what do we know about post-Merkel Germany
or the future political profile of Poland?

The EU will, however, continuously need to avoid creating a perception
of a Fortress Europe being reborn. In a globalised world, people who
are not welcome to work with and in Europe are not likely to welcome
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Europeans to work with and in their countries. For this, a strategy will
be necessary. In this context it is significant that the strategy for internal
security in the European Union recently has been recreated under the name
Security Union Strategy.10 This strategy will in important ways influence
the perception of Europe as a defensive or cooperative actor.
European countries will also need to consult very carefully, including
among parliamentarians, and notably in the European Parliament, in order to minimise negative aspects of cooperation with the South. Dealing
with organised crime and terrorism in Europe will continue to require
very substantial investments into advanced systems of surveillance and
control of people which are difficult to harmonise with policies regarding
data protection and personal integrity in Europe.
EU(rope) needs to take into account that security and development do
not automatically follow from democracy, human rights and the rule of
law. Every effort needs to be made to manage security in all dimensions,
well aware that the securitization of one dimension – be it counterterrorism or migration – needs to be managed carefully in order not to bring
counter-productive effects.
A recurrent theme in this report is that a responsible security strategy,
internal as well as external, needs to make clear to decision-makers and
constituencies that the resulting policies will be based on a painful balancing
act, sometimes seeking to limit the damage rather than projecting simple
optimistic solutions. By necessity, a security strategy as a public document
will always tend to enumerate a large number of seemingly compatible
goals. But behind, there needs to be the realization that it will always be
difficult to square the circle.
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Sammanfattning och slutsatser
”De senaste tio månaderna har vårt grannskap
blivit uppslukat av lågor, från Libyen till Belarus”
( Josep Borrell till Financial Times 13 september 2020)

”Europa måste ta ett större ansvar för sin egen
säkerhet. --- Sverige ska fullt ut delta i och forma
EU-samarbetet på ett sätt som värnar både
svenska och europeiska intressen.”
(Regeringsförklaringen 8 september 2020)

En snabbt försämrad situation
Säkerhetssituationen i och runt Europa ger anledning till oro. Under 2020
har utvecklingen varit dramatiskt negativ. Brännpunkterna i Europas
grannskap, som EU:s höge representant syftar på i citatet ovan, inkluderar
områden som drabbats av konflikter, organiserad brottslighet, terrorism,
bränder i flyktingläger, miljöförändringar, m.m. Till det kommer andra
manifestationer av brinnande kriser, inklusive oro, våld, förtryck, tortyr och flyktingströmmar.
Flera larmsignaler har under året lett till krav på europeiska åtgärder. Det har vi kunnat följa under den korta tid som förflutit sedan det
första utkastet till denna rapport presenterades och diskuterades i mars
2020. Utkastet innehöll flera förutsägelser om kommande förvärrade kriser
(Idlib, Libyen, östra Medelhavet).
Den ryska annekteringen av Krim och aggressionen i östra Ukraina
från och med 2014 medförde att förbindelserna mellan öst och väst försämrades. Detta ledde till en drastisk ökning av spänningen, inte minst i
Nordeuropa.
Läget i Europas sydliga grannskap, Mellanöstern och Nordafrika, utvecklades dessa år – efter den arabiska våren från 2011 – från allvarligt
till alarmerande, särskilt i Syrien. Det var en sekvens av händelser som
involverade
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• den islamiska statens uppkomst och expansion i Syrien och Irak,
• den efterföljande USA-ledda kampen för att stoppa och driva tillbaka
detta extraordinära hot mot det internationella samfundet,
• Rysslands ankomst till den syriska scenen,
• tidiga indikationer på en trend i riktning mot amerikanskt trupptillbakadragande
• mer ryskt-turkiskt-iranskt samarbete.
Allt pekade i riktning mot att Syrien och Mellanöstern blir en central arena
för öst-västkonfrontation.
Under 2015 ledde dessa och andra kriser till en migrationsvåg till
Europa som toppade i slutet av detta år. Ett avtal mellan EU och Turkiet
i mars 2016 minskade flödet för en tid. Men migrationskrisen hade en
djupgående inrikespolitisk inverkan Europa och utmanade normerna för
liberal demokrati.
År 2016, delvis återspeglande dessa trender, kom Brexit och valet av
Donald Trump, båda händelser med djupgående konsekvenser för europeisk och transatlantisk sammanhållning.
Parallellt blev klimatförändringarna allt mer tydliga. Multilateralismen utsattes för oerhörda påfrestningar. Och ovanpå allt annat kom så Coronakrisen.
Rapporten diskuterar fallet Iran. Detta inkluderar relationerna IranIrak, Iran- USA, Iran-Israel och Iran-Saudiarabien. För Europa inkluderar
rapporten i denna del
• risken för större krig
• det strategiska förhållandet mellan EU och USA i Mellanöstern
• utsikterna för Iran avtalet (JCPOA).
Diskussionen av fallet Syrien inkluderar den toxiska blandningen av komplexa underkonflikter (nordöstra Syrien, regionen Idlib och konflikten
Israel-Iran), inblandningen av inte bara regionala utan också globala aktörer, särskilt Ryssland och USA, de humanitära och migrationsrelaterade
utmaningarna, i kombination med Syriens närhet till Europa.
Här till kommer fallet Libyen där olika stormakter agerar genom ombud
i en allt mer komplicerad konflikt, inte minns om oljan.
Och helt nyligen har den av oss tidigare diskuterade striden om rätten till
olika fyndigheter av gas och olja i Östra Medelhavet blivit alltmera akut.
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Viktiga observationer:
Denna rapport strävar emellertid efter att se bortom en utvärdering av
den aktuella säkerhetsmiljön i det södra grannskapet. Vi gör ett antal mer
allmänna observationer:
• Krigshotet från söder kräver europeisk kapacitetsuppbyggnad – som
riskerar att komma för sent,
• Andra icke-militära hot och utmaningar kräver också långsiktiga
strategier,
• Den transatlantiska länken förblir grundläggande allra minst så länge
tillräcklig europeisk kapacitet inte byggts upp. Tesen att någon annan
– läs USA – tar hand om problemen i Mellanöstern och Afrika har
blivit allt mer ifrågasatt,
• Kraven på EU(ropa) – såväl institutioner som europeiska stater
- kommer att öka. Men budgetsituationen för kapacitetsuppbyggnad
har kraftigt försämrats till en följd av de enorma kostnaderna för
Covid-19,
• Strategisk autonomi är en diskussion som går utöver den militära
dimensionen - och inkluderar, särskilt mot bakgrund av Covid-19, försörjningssäkerhet,
• Det finns ett behov av en heltäckande strategi 2.0 – som inkluderar
den militära dimensionen,
• Att göra säkerhetspolitik av den sydliga dimensionen kräver noggranna avvägningar för att inte leda till kontraproduktiva effekter. Det
finns ett fortsatt behov av ärliga utvärderingar av tidigare politik.

Rapportens struktur och syfte
Denna säkerhetspolitiska rapport slutförs bara några månader innan de
amerikanska valen i november 2020. Det första utkastet distribuerades
för kommentarer innan utbrottet av Covid-19 i mars 2020.
Rapporten syftar till att framhäva betydelsen av den sydliga dimensionen för europeisk säkerhet.
Den använder systematiskt förkortningen EU(ropa) för att hänvisa till
det faktum att Europa både består av EU och nationella aktörer, som inte
alla tillhör EU eller agerar inom ramen för EU-institutionerna.
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Att EU(ropa) står inför enorma utmaningar - och möjligheter – blir redan
uppenbar vid en kartläggning megatrender och mera kortsiktiga trender.
Allvaret i dessa utmaningar, både i positiva och negativa termer, är illustrerad i denna rapport genom en kortfattad översikt av väsentliga flödessäkerhets-dimensioner (mänskliga, materiella och virtuella) i relationen
mellan nord och syd.
Denna flödessäkerhetsanalys utgör också grunden för analysen av konflikter och krig.

Bakgrund
Vi står nu inför en situation där oron för ett mer anarkiskt internationellt system kommer närmare. Ingenstans är denna oro så tydlig som
i Mellanöstern och Nordafrika där ett antal stater gränsar till implosion. Det internationella systemet, särskilt på FN- nivå, kan för närvarande
inte hantera situationen effektivt. Vi ser negativa megatrender utvecklas,
inklusive klimatförändringar. Vi ser en erosion av det internationella multilaterala systemet, inklusive internationella fördrag.
Inte någon gång efter andra världskriget har utmaningarna att bevara
inte bara freden utan potentialen för utveckling och sociala framsteg och
att främja frihet och rättsstatsprinciper varit mer pressande.
Det räcker helt klart inte med att försöka förutsäga framtiden. Man
måste också försöka beskriva en önskvärd framtid. Detta måste göras på
större bredd. Det finns ett behov av en mer heltäckande strategi 2.0 som
måste baseras på en realistisk SWOT-analys vad Europa kan göra för sin
säkerhet.

Från megatrender till svar
Megatrender påverkar inte alla delar av världen på samma sätt. Befolknings
explosionen och klimatförändringarna förväntas drabba Afrika och
Mellanöstern hårdare.
Hälsosäkerhet har – som illustreras av Covid-19-pandemin – blivit ett
stort problem också för Europa.
Utmaningarna innefattar främst energisäkerhet, det humanitära imperativet, migration, terrorism, organiserad brottslighet. Allt mer sofistikerade vapen, inklusive massförstörelsevapen, utgör också potentiella hot
mot Europa. Undergrävandet av det internationella multilaterala systemet
försvårar ytterligare. Inrikespolitisk stabilitet i Europa måste ha mot29

ståndskraft mot hoten från söder. Globala aktörer, i synnerhet Ryssland
och Kina bedriver en politik som driver konflikt. Det amerikanska svaret
framstår som ambivalent.
Utvecklings- och humanitär politik kommer att knappast räcka för att
hantera dessa hot och utmaningar.
En stabilisering av Europas södra grannskap är en nödvändig förutsättning för europeisk stabilitet. Europa måste kunna hantera materiella,
mänskliga och virtuella flöden kopplade till de krävande globala och regionala megatrenderna. Misslyckanden härvidlag driver också konflikter.
Att utveckla Europa till en relevant global aktör, som återspeglar dess
ekonomiska styrka, är en svår utmaning. Det nödvändiga samförståndet
mellan olika europeiska länder blir allt svårare att uppnå (jfr Cyperns
blockering av sanktioner mot Belarus’ ledare). Och felaktiga vägval kan
försvåra problemen. Negativa sidoeffekter som kan uppstå inkluderar radikalisering, polarisering och ökad frustration som i sin tur leder till mer
terroristhandlingar, organiserad brottslighet och mer olaglig migration.
Hur man förhåller sig till odemokratiska samhällen i söder, med en
betydande mängd korruption och avsaknad av mänskliga rättigheter, är
i sig utmaning.
Att sträva efter att isolera potentiella samarbetsområden, samtidigt som
konflikter pågår och sanktioner utövas, kommer att kräva skicklig diplomati.

EU(ropa)s roll
EU driver inte europeisk politik på egen hand. Ett antal nationalstater
utnyttjar EU i ett komplext mönster av samarbete och konkurrens. De
försöker mobilisera europeiska resurser för att tjäna sina intressen och
begränsa sina sårbarheter. EU, som en aktör i sig, drivs till stor del av
kraften i tysk, fransk, italiensk, spansk och till viss del polsk säkerhets- och
försvarspolitik. Kravet på solidaritet, inskrivet i EU:s fördrag, innebär att
medlemmarna har en rättslig grund för att förvänta sig solidaritet i kris.
Det blir emellertid allt viktigare att också visualisera den solidaritet som
medlemsstaterna kommer att bli ombedda att ge andra, inte bara i linje
med allmänna utan också potentiella, särintressen.
Det finns ett nytt ledarskap i Bryssel sedan slutet av 2019. Den nya
EU-kommissionen har i sina tidiga politiska förklaringar hävdat att EU
måste utveckla en betydligt mer framåtriktad säkerhetspolitik i söder. Att
översätta ekonomisk styrka till geopolitiskt inflytande anses allt viktigare
för EU, regionalt och globalt. Europeiska Unionen kommer att spela en
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allt viktigare roll i detta sammanhang redan genom att tillhandahålla ett
forum, Europeiska rådet, för kontinuerlig kriskommunikation och samråd. Denna roll kommer sannolikt att öka också när det gäller att hantera
konflikter i de södra regionerna.
Utsikterna för att mobilisera resurser för detta är dystra. De enorma
summor som spenderas som svar på Covid-19-krisen kommer under en
överskådlig framtid att innebära åtstramning i nationella och internationella budgetar. Det fleråriga finansperspektivet beslutat i Bryssel i juli
2020 ledde till ytterligare beskärning av viktiga budgetar för försvars- och
internationella operationer i EU. Detta kommer sannolikt att begränsa
ambitionen i Europa – som i USA – till att fokusera på geoekonomiska
mer än geopolitiska intressen. Detta kan göra det mycket svårt att avsätta
tillräckliga resurser – i tid – för europeisk kapacitetsuppbyggnad inom
försvars- och säkerhetsområdet.

Det globala geopolitiska sammanhanget
I viss utsträckning, kanske till och med i betydande utsträckning, kommer
diskussionen av en europeisk strategisk autonomi att vara relaterad till
huruvida USA kommer att återgå till en politik för mer engagemang i europeisk säkerhet, inklusive i riktning mot att ta mer ansvar i Mellanöstern
och Afrika – om inte annat för att hjälpa till att rätta till tidigare misstag
i länder som Irak.
Utan en stark transatlantisk länk kan begreppet strategisk autonomi,
som hittills kan ses mer som en deklaratorisk politik, med tiden få mer
innehåll. I den meningen kan den transatlantiska länken tvinga européer
att ta mer ansvar.
Nato som ram skiljer sig mycket från EU:s. I Nato är inte bara USA utan
också Turkiet, med Natos näst största stående armé, och Storbritannien
efter Brexit, viktiga aktörer. Det introducerar ett antal ytterligare komplikationer när det gäller solidaritet. Hur skall Natos medlemmar svara
på turkiska krav på solidaritet?
Samarbetet med, och inom, Nato kommer sannolikt att kräva plågsamma
försvars- och säkerhetsbeslut i många europeiska länder. Samtidigt driver
Frankrike, Italien och Spanien på för att Europa skall öka militär- och
annan säkerhetsrelaterad närvaro i söder.
Framväxten av Kina som en global makt som strävar efter att kontrollera flöden i olika dimensioner, inte minst i Afrika och Mellanöstern,
är viktigare än någonsin tidigare. Och det är inte bara en fråga om Kina
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direkt. Kina har konflikt- och samarbetsförhållanden, inte bara med den
tredje största nationen när det gäller militära budgetar, Indien, utan också
med sin granne Pakistan och med andra länder i Mellanöstern.
Hur länder definierar sina hotuppfattningar är inte alltid uppenbart.
Exemplet Turkiet är talande. Turkiet står nu inför hot från många olika
håll. Man har samarbets- och konfliktrelationer med länder som Ryssland,
långt utöver och utanför vad som väntas av en Nato-allierad som söker
medlemskap i Europeiska Unionen. Landet har problem med i stort sett
samtliga grannar.
Även om Europa kan mobilisera enorma resurser inför en kris är det
alltså mycket mindre uppenbart att det av inrikespolitiska, och andra, skäl
kan bygga kapacitet i alla dimensioner som är i nivå med de utmaningar
som vår kontinent står inför. Så länge detta inte är fallet förblir den transatlantiska länken grundläggande för Europa och Sverige.

Mot en heltäckande strategi 2.0 i den södra dimensionen
Svaret från Europeiska rådet på Covid-19-krisen som beslutades i juli
2020 visar att EU(ropa) kan möta utmaningar av enorma dimensioner.
Detsamma gäller på nationell nivå i de flesta, om inte alla, europeiska
stater. Så, i vilken utsträckning och under vilka omständigheter kommer
EU(ropa)att kunna möta befintliga och framtida säkerhetspolitiska utmaningar från söder?
Vår förutsägelse – efter lärdomarna av Covid-19-krisen – är att det
troligtvis kommer att bli mycket värre innan det blir bättre när det gäller
det samlade (EU)ropeiska svaret.
Om en medvetenhet om situationen kommer för sent kommer det att
innebära – som i fallet Covid-19 – att Europa ställs inför enorma kostnader
och förluster. Återigen: Europa behöver tid för att bygga kapacitet för att
möta den omfattande utmaningar som Europa står inför också från söder.
Det åligger samtidigt den europeiska säkerhetspolitiken att göra realistiska antaganden om vad arbetet med att bidra till att förbättra situationen kan leda till.
Vi måste analysera vilken nettovinst som en EU(ropa) kommer att
ge. Detta kräver mycket mer än en uppräkning av mål och utmaningar.
Det kan aldrig sammanfattas i ett statiskt dokument enbart för offentlig
konsumtion. Det måste följas upp på ett systematiskt sätt på olika nivåer
och baseras på vad som är realistiskt möjligt. Det måste bedrivas både
på regional och global nivå och fokusera både på hot och möjligheter.
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Säkerhetsstrategier tenderar, såsom offentliga dokument, att räkna upp
ett stort antal till synes kompatibla mål. Ett återkommande tema i denna
rapport är att en ansvarsfull säkerhetsstrategi, såväl intern som extern,
måste göra klart för beslutsfattare och väljare att säkerhetspolitiken i Söder
måste baseras på smärtsamma avvägningar. Man måste försöka begränsa
negativa sidoeffekter snarare än att projicera enkla optimistiska lösningar.
Ambitionen att fortsätta utvecklingen av EU: s globala strategi från 2016
är hittills inte uttalad. Istället förefaller avsikten vara, att producera en
uppdaterad hotanalys som beskrivs som en strategisk kompass. Och först
när EU: s budget för nästa finansiella perspektiv också är överenskommen
på parlamentarisk nivå kan strategiska program äntligen beslutas.
EU kommer att behöva undvika att föreställningen om Europa som
en fästning återkommer. I en globaliserad värld är det inte troligt att
människor som inte är välkomna att arbeta med och i Europa kommer att
välkomna européer att arbeta med och i sina länder. I detta sammanhang
är det viktigt att den strategi för den inre säkerheten i Europeiska unionen
(som förbereds av den svenska kommissionären) uppdateras som planerat. Denna strategi kommer på viktiga sätt att påverka uppfattningen av
Europa som en defensiv eller samarbetande aktör.
Europeiska regeringar kommer också att behöva samråda med parlamentariker, inte bara i Europaparlamentet, för att minimera negativa
aspekter av samarbetet med södern. Att hantera organiserad brottslighet
och terrorism i Europa kommer att fortsätta att kräva mycket stora investeringar i avancerade system för övervakning och kontroll av människor.
Detta förblir svårt att harmonisera med dataskydd och personlig integritet
i Europa.
EU(ropa) måste ta hänsyn till att säkerhet och utveckling inte automatiskt följer av demokrati, mänskliga rättigheter och respekt för rättsstatens
principer.
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The Report
Purpose and context
Security in Tomorrow’s Europe – The SES project
This security policy report is part of the Royal Academy of War Sciences
project ”SECURITY IN TOMORROW’S EUROPE – Swedish perspectives”. It is the second publication in a series, the first from April 2019
focusing on Europe and the Middle East.
The overall Academy project addresses how Sweden
• is to understand, relate and adapt to the abundance of threats and
challenges facing Europe now, and in the future,
• can contribute to European responses, in terms of crisis management
and capacity building, in key strategic directions.

Purpose
The report aims at demonstrating the importance of the Southern dimension for European security. It is an exploratory study seeking to formulate propositions for further research and debate. It will remain a living
document at least until the end of the SES project.
It systematically uses the acronym EU(rope) to refer to the fact that
Europe both consists of the EU and national actors, not all of which belong to the EU or act within the framework of the EU institutions. Using
this term is our way highlighting the actor issue: who is in the driving seat
protecting European interests?
There is a need – as soon as possible – to increase awareness of this
importance also indirectly for the East-West dimension of security.
If such an awareness arrives too late it will mean – as did the Covid-19
crisis – that Europe will be left less prepared and will face enormous costs
and casualties before being able to respond properly. Historically, no one
should doubt the determination of peoples in Europe to face hardship, but
they must be given the time to build capacity to meet the comprehensive
scope of challenges facing Europe also from the South.
The enormity of these challenges already becomes obvious when surveying – in a general way – projected megatrends and trends affecting
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the relationship between Europe, Africa and the Middle East during the
coming century. Today's children may during their lifetime experience
a Middle East and Africa with 10 times as many inhabitants as Western
Europe and with both markets and human and material resources of ever
more existential importance for Europe.
The seriousness and importance of these challenges both in positive and
negative terms are further illustrated in this report through an overview
of essential flow security dimensions (human, material and virtual) of the
North-South relationship. Some of them follow from the previous analysis
of megatrends and trends, others are inherent in the existence of scarce
resources in the North and in the South which drive flows both in terms
of trade and migration and the accompanying exchange of information
and financial resources.

This flow security analysis is deemed highly relevant also for the analysis
of conflicts and war not only in the North – South but also in the EastWest dimensions. This is illustrated in four brief empirical case studies of
conflicts in the South engaging not
174.only local actors but European and
global powers. The very real possibility that a problem in the South may
escalate to conflicts involving Europe and global actors and thus gradually
be transformed also into an East-West conflict must not be overlooked.
In the final report of the security policy part of the SES project we will
revert to the issue of Sweden and its security as part of Europe with particular emphasis on the Southern dimension. An initial analysis will be
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made of the need for a new or updated national security strategy which
mirrors the strategic compass now under development on the EU level.
Again, such a strategy will – to become effective – require a sufficient level of awareness and a sufficient level of threat perceptions in order to be
able to mobilise attention and resources supported by key constituencies.
An important caveat: There is from the start a very real danger that the
report overstates the actual and potential role of Europe in the Middle
East and Africa. Many countries in these regions are important regional
and even global players themselves. They are well versed in the art of resisting and even benefitting from efforts by great powers to convert them
into client states. And Europe, and in particular the EU is, despite political
ambitions over several decades, unevenly equipped in terms of security
policy capabilities and unity of action.
The intention is to seek to provide added value to the analysis already
carried out notably in
• the Swedish Defence Review published in the spring of 2019,
• the Swedish National Security Strategy from 2017, expected to be
updated in the coming years.11
Swedish upcoming positions in relation to the EU:s task of
• adapting and perhaps even converting the EU Global Strategy into
a more geopolitical strategic compass
• reconfiguring the EU Internal Security Strategy12 (recently published
by the newly appointed EU Home Commissioner from Sweden) which
will add to the relevance of this report.
Above all, perhaps, the added value of the report may be the extent to
which it reminds readers of one very real risk: The environment of wars
and conflicts in the South may proliferate to Europe. Europe managed
with crucial assistance from the US to at least temporarily deal with the
challenges in the former Yugoslavia.
It is primarily in the South that new weapon systems from major arms
exporters are being tested in real conflict. Ways to conduct wars through
private armies, autonomous weapons, terrorism, organized crime, and
human hostage taking are continuously being developed by governmental
and nongovernmental actors. And the use of chemical weapons – a close
to universally prohibited weapon of mass destruction – has arguably taken
place in several countries in the South in recent years.13
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Europe is not immune to these threats just as it has not been immune
to the Covid-19 virus. But the way to increase the level of immunity is infinitely more complex than in the context of health security. The spectrum
of proposed policies from a defensive “Fortress Europe”14 to a proactive
“Geopolitical Europe” is wide. “Doing the right thing” is very difficult to
prescribe.

The structure of the report
In the next chapter the report seeks to broadly identify security challenges
arising from the South, Europe’s ”near abroad” and its ”Hinterland” in
Africa and West Asia.
We start with an analysis of flows and European responses to these.
These flows represent on the negative side a wide range of challenges
requiring specific policy responses, such as (illegal) migration, terrorism
and organized crime, as well as threats to health, the environment and
cyber security. On the positive side they include essential dimensions of
globalization – material, human and virtual flows. It is important to recognize that many of these flows are bidirectional – exports are of course as
important as imports and Europeans need mobility in and out of Europe.
We then proceed with an analysis of four conflict areas with many links
to problems related to flows.
In a third chapter we discuss the issues of responses in a more structured way. And the issue which will be central to the final report from our
project is touched upon briefly: how all of this can be framed into security
strategies in terms of an updated comprehensive approach.
But before entering this discussion in the next chapter there is a need
to briefly set out the trends and megatrends setting the scene for the overall analysis.

Contextual assumptions, delimitations and definitions
The European context
When outlining the European contextual assumptions, it is also important
to note that Europe inside itself has a North and a South with an increasingly predominant Southern configuration of competing and collaborating States, dominated by France, Italy and Spain. The leadership of these
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countries invariably perceive the Southern dimension as a Mediterranean
context in combination with a former colonial past.
For the EU this concern has long since had a very important effect on
the allocation of financial resources. Attempts to defend Northern dimension needs typically have had to surrender to overwhelmingly strong
Southern ambitions, supported by a number of former colonial powers,
to reach out beyond the Mediterranean. It is noteworthy that Southern
issues are frequently addressed through EU community policies (where
the main EU budget is) as opposed to intergovernmental (equipped with
relatively small budgets in the EU system)15 and predominantly national
efforts being deployed in the Eastern dimension. Fundamentally, it is NATO
which has been generally expected to have the main role in coordinating
hard security in general and respond to Eastern challenges in particular.
Throughout this report there is a recurring problem in terms of delimitation. The study has its main focus on the EU while explicitly recognizing
that EU policy is fundamentally driven by its member States both inside and
outside the EU as a set of institutions. The empirical references to actions
undertaken by major regional actors are only referred to very selectively,
a drawback, no doubt, that needs to be remedied through further research.

The MENA+ context
Already at this point readers may wish to remind themselves that the area
of the South referred to in this report is enormous in terms of distances
and logistical requirements. It is also very challenging in terms of climatic,
health and environmental conditions and increasingly in terms of security
requirements for staff and their families.
More concretely, most references to the South in this report pertain to
the MENA countries, i.e. Europe’s ”near abroad” in the Middle East and
North Africa, from Turkey to Mauretania, a coastline of some 10 000 km.
However, the Southern dimension in this report is seen to extend well beyond these immediate neighbouring countries around the Mediterranean
in the direction towards South Asia, including Afghanistan, Pakistan and
thereby also India. And in the Sahel, at the Horn of Africa and in key
West African areas in terms of population and natural resources there are
problems which constitute long term challenges for Europe.
Turkey as a NATO- and aspiring EU Member State provides a link to
the Black Sea area and Russia as well as to the group of countries covered
by the EU’s ”Eastern Partnership” policy.
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There is thus a deliberate ambivalence in the report: yes, it is mainly
about the MENA region, but it needs constantly to look beyond this area.

The global big power context
The challenges for EU(rope) would be much less of an issue if the traditional
assumption that what happens in the Middle East is dealt with by major
powers – mediated and moderated by the United Nations – would still hold.
But a major assumption of this report is, as elaborated in section 1.4.4.
below, that this posture may not hold for much longer as major actors,
including notably the United States, increasingly refuse to take full responsibility even for the effects of their own actions in the South in terms of
global and also European security.
As for the United States, it is assumed here that the US in the long term
not only pivots towards Asia in its attention to foreign policy and international relations even if in the medium term there may be important
and sometimes surprising variations. It also is gradually focusing less on
ideological or value-based objectives and more on variables of importance
to American prosperity and key American economic interests. Indicators
of American greatness are in the political landscape of the United States
assumed to be gradually less associated with hegemony in geopolitical
terms and more on American prosperity in geo-economic terms. The
US has very recently used military force against Iran and Syria and has
made it very clear that an Iranian nuclear weapons programme is a cause
for war. The US has underlined the military commitment to Israel and is
building on close military relationships with Arab Gulf States. The policy
may over the longer term revert to a more traditional pattern that is less
‘transformational’ in its objectives but that could nevertheless involve the
use of force.
The likelihood that the United States will readily go to war against dictators is, however, at present assumed to be diminishing. Rather the United
States, as other global actors, will seek to protect domestic stability and
power by furthering national interests of importance to their constituencies.
In this sense the value-based synergies between EU agreed policies and
those pursued by the American administration are assumed in this report to
be successively less important than potential interest-based synergies. The
notion that American and European values and interests can be grouped
together to go hand in hand seems increasingly tenuous, including as regards internal support to agreed values in the EU . This means, in a sense,
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that the existence of a value-based community in the transatlantic setting
is becoming less important as a basis for predicting future actions and
perhaps especially in the South.
The US is seen in this context as a challenged power in economic terms
with less purchasing power over time than in particular China but also in
the not-too-distant future in comparison with India. It is to be noted that
as an example in the Covid-19 affected city of Wuhan some 300 of the
Fortune 500 companies are present. China and India are both increasing
their military expenditures over time and China can, if it so decides, soon
overtake the US in military expenditures. China has some military capabilities that would be disruptive and important at the local level, but it is
for the foreseeable future far behind the US in aggregated military power.
The technological basis for doing so seems already largely present.
As for Russia, it is still projected to be one of the largest economies in
the world by 2050 in terms of purchasing power. But it is a country under
enormous pressure as a result of several of the megatrends referred to below. It is once again after the Cold War engaging actively in the South to
protect its own interests directly and indirectly through different state and
nonstate actors, including private security forces and autonomous weapon
systems. Its intervention in the South seems to be configured through a
continuous stream of strategic and tactical decisions aiming at optimizing
a mix of cooperative and conflictual elements. Thus, Russia has with actors such as Turkey conflicts and cooperation on different levels. Much of
what Russia does or seeks to achieve in the South is of a covert nature and
deniability is an important element as it is for a number of other actors.
The assumptions to be made about China are particularly important for this report. Concern about Chinese ambitions in Africa and the
Middle East started to be openly discussed also in the defence context in
the EU more than a decade ago. But it is only now that it is becoming
increasingly obvious that China cannot only be expected to be a power
seeking to expand its influence through cooperation and investments. As
can be seen in in the development of the situation in the South China Sea,
in Hong Kong and in the direct military conflict with India, China also is
moving to become a more aggressive military security actor than before,
reminding of China’s roles in the Vietnam and Korea conflicts. Also, its
public diplomatic posture is moving in the direction of becoming more
aggressive and determined as can be observed in Europe and indeed. For
a long time, China has been able to develop its Belt and Road16 policy including massive investments into critical infrastructure in many countries,
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including in the Middle East and Africa, largely under the radar from a
security policy point of view. When discussing Africa public concern in
the West has more been associated with the extent to which China may
have contributed to more corruption and possibly not been conflict sensitive enough in its assistance. But from a European perspective, Chinese
investments and relations in the South are increasingly becoming a problem
from geo-economic and thereby indirectly from a geopolitical, perspectives. In countries such as Nigeria there are also clear indications that the
way China exploits economic dependencies in terms of debt is met with
increasing concern and resistance.

The containment assumption revisited
Security analysts, when addressing the South and in particular crises in the
Middle East and North Africa, still often make assumptions typical during
the Cold War: Crises and conflicts and human suffering in the South are
seen as encapsulated by major powers from destabilising Europe.
Already in the Soviet military doctrine, it was clearly stated that socalled local wars – such as between Israel and the Arab states – needed to
be kept isolated from the risk of escalation to nuclear war. 17
This is what the United States and the Soviet Union sought to do during the October War in 1973 – to take one obvious example. During the
same period, the Nixon Administration made efforts to limit the effects
of other conflicts in the South, not to undermine the strategic relationship
between the United States, the Soviet Union and China.
Both the Soviet Union and the United States also acted through client
states that they hoped to control. In so doing, serious mistakes were made
leading to an escalation of the involvement of the global powers also in
these conflicts themselves (n.b. Vietnam, Afghanistan, Iraq and now to a
certain extent Syria). The willingness, in particular of the United States,
to become involved in local conflicts has become less predictable already
given the fact that Donald Trump could be elected as US President questioning many of the seemingly well-defined US elements of strategy. A
red line on threats to Israel, a red line on nuclear weapon programmes, a
continuation of the “war on terror” but no wars for regime change – these
seem at present the safest predictions but only the future can tell.
It is therefore increasingly clear that the threats and challenges emanating from the South cannot any longer be assumed to be contained in
the South by great non-European powers. This notion of containment is
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challenged in this report. This may bring potentially devastating effects
on European unity of action and indeed on European security. In such a
situation, solidarity declarations at the level of the EU will really be put
to the test. The notion that all European states “are in it together” may be
increasingly challenged, requiring a much more nuanced set of premises.

Global and regional trends and megatrends

The year 2020 has witnessed an enormously important development –
the Covid-19 crisis – the scale of which is still very difficult to determine,
including as regards its impact on the South. The spread of the virus has
169. with its political, social, economic
introduced a new level of global crisis
effects, including on the price of oil – a factor of particular security policy
importance not least for Russia.
These developments illustrate the need to zoom out on trends in a structured framework to imagine a future of existential importance for Europe.
Already since the oil crisis in 1973 international security analysts have
excelled in criticizing governments for less than sufficient foresight when
developing an ever more comprehensive concept of security. Proposing
solutions to future problems is, however, easier said than done. It is really
difficult to make an impact assessment ex ante as required on the European
level for most major programs and to allocate resources in an optimal way
to cater for uncertainties also on the level of megatrends.
In security policy scenario work, the solution typically is to make untested assumptions about the future. In many situations – as in traditional
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diplomatic practice – the motto, is to quote a famous epigram from 1849:
“plus ça change, plus c’est la même chose” – Literally: The more it changes,
the more it’s the same thing”. But then – as experienced in the Covid-19
year of 2020, or at the end of the Cold War, or during the Arab Spring a
decade ago, reality may turn out to be different.
This report seeks to introduce the need to actively factor in some
global and regional developments of importance for EU(ropean) security
which traditionally, in particular in the context of defence planning, have
remained untested premises. One is about the risk of war in connection
with the South. Another is about flow security.
As an illustration, the issue of the importance of the South has often
been reduced to an issue of participation in international military and
civilian operations under the auspices of the UN, NATO or the EU or
other formats. Already at this point it should have become evident that
this issue is only one of many of importance when considering the security
challenges facing Europe from the South.
Key, more general, developments over the medium term include:
• Russia (from 2008 in Georgia and from 2014 in Ukraine and successively also in the Middle East) reviving an aggressive posture which
gradually also took the form of information warfare against the West
seeking to destabilise Western institutions including NATO and the
European Union,
• Parallel more active and already verbally more aggressive Chinese
investments into economic leverage
• The election of President Trump in the United States in 2016,
• The vote for Brexit 2019,
• US decisions (from the second part of the Obama administration)
to enter into large-scale new armaments programs in interaction
with parallel armaments in Russia and China. It has since become
clear that arms control negotiations may not be able to temper this
development.
• Covid-19 as from early 2020, followed by a major economic downturn for most countries, including a major drop in oil prices.
As a result, it can be argued that threat perceptions in the South in many
countries have been elevated significantly. One reflection of this can be
seen in terms of governance. The elected government score developed by
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International IDEA is even after the Arab Spring at the level of 0.30 for
the Middle East and Iran to be compared with 0.68 for Africa as a whole
and 0.98 for Europe18. The survival of a number of regimes is in question.
Several countries have recently openly considered the possibility of acquiring nuclear weapons. Many increase their arms imports.
The factors of uncertainty thus are enormous. And, again, they are
enormous already in the current situation given the lack of predictability
of a number of international actors on global, regional and local levels.
The deeper and broader background here relates to megatrends of high
but largely uncertain relevance to global and European security, including
• climate change,
• multi-polarization and a related weakening of multilateralism,
• a crisis of liberal democracy and resulting distrust in the blessings of
globalisation and millennium goals,
• a proliferation of technologies, including threatening ones, in conflict-prone environments.
Megatrends will not affect all parts of the globe in the same way. Population
explosions are expected to hit Africa and the Middle East (including
Pakistan) harder. This will likely increase frustration on the part also of
large segments of often highly educated young population in a large number of growing megacities in the South:
• Africa and the Middle East will increase its share of the world population several times over in this century,
• At the same time, Europe and the Asian part of the Russian Federation
are aging, which will make it impossible to support a large part of
the population without legal migration, as vividly illustrated during
the Covid-19 crisis affecting elderly people insufficiently cared for,
• Individual European countries may find it increasingly difficult to
stay on top of technology in the future,
• Some of the worst effects of climate change will hit the Middle East
and large regions of northern and central Africa disproportionally.
All this means that the immediate challenges outlined above are likely to
increase and proliferate over the long term, including in terms of security
policy-related cooperation, energy security, the humanitarian imperative(s),
migration, health security, terrorism and organized crime. All will be set
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in the context of population growth, urbanisation and wider migration
affecting Africa and the Middle East with brutal force. And there are links
between several of these developments:
• Climate change: At this point, it is difficult to postulate that the international community will adequately manage the climate change
problem. Many seem to believe that essential compromises are going
to be made towards accepting a higher degree of warming than the
desired one. Africa will be hit the most, together with the Middle
East.
• Resource scarcity in Europe, including when it comes to critical natural resources, metals, et cetera in Africa will further exacerbate the
problem.
• Population explosion in Africa and the Middle East: This is one of
the parameters most important for the European internal security
strategy and its relationship to the wider debate about protecting
European political systems from further drift towards populism and
away from globalisation. Earlier forecasts about population trends
have proven to have been reasonably accurate.19 If this will be the
case also for future forecasts, the world population will start to slow
down in its growth on the level of around 10 to 11 billion people at
the turn-of-the-century 2100. After that, the world population may
begin to shrink slowly. But the bad news is that the growth of the
working population in Europe will slow down. Europe’s population
may remain at around 600 million people and in some countries, including in Russia, population even much earlier will start to shrink.
The number of pensioners will increase. At the same time, the population in Africa may grow dramatically, with more than 40% of the
world population concentrated in this part of the world most affected
by climate change. The most populous countries of the world may
include Nigeria with more than 700 million people, the Democratic
Republic of Congo with some 400 million people and countries such
as Tanzania, Ethiopia, and Egypt with between 200 and 300 million
people. Even a desperately poor country such as Niger to the south
of Libya may have another 140 million people. And Sudan will have
another 100 million people. A bit further away Pakistan will have
more than 400 million people
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• Megacities: The number of megacities in the world will start to increase dramatically, and by the year 2100 there are expected to be
many cities across the globe having in excess of 50 million inhabitants, out of which five may be African. Lagos, Kinshasa and Dar es
Salaam may host between 70 and 80 million people, living close to the
shores of oceans rising due to climate change. What is perhaps even
more problematic is the fact that Khartoum in Sudan and Niamey
in Niger may have tens of millions of inhabitants.
• The link between education and migration: Development and higher
education may not necessarily mean less international migration. Still,
a large educated, but poor and frustrated, elite will have to remain
in megacities in the South seeking to make a living in any way possible.20
• Urbanisation and its effect on crime:21 It can be forecasted that education will improve the capabilities of a very large number of people
in these countries to seek a better future including through organised
crime. This means that the sophistication of those trying to promote
illegal migration may increase dramatically with the use of the most
modern technologies. Alignment with corruption and elites trying
to benefit from this are going to be prominent factors. This will also
escalate dramatically the perceived need for European countries to
improve their capacity to regulate flows to Europe.
• Migration: Migration research is clearly in a difficult position to
forecast what this means. So far, migration means large flows to
neighbouring countries in Africa. Historically migration outside Africa
has to a large extent also included the Americas. In recent years, the
focus in particular as regards Northern Africa and the Middle East
is towards Europe. Still, when it comes to conflicts, the most significant number of refugees remain in the neighbouring countries to the
conflict zones. But how will this develop over time? And how will
climate change impact migration through countries such as Niger in
the middle of Sahel?
• Technology: Another megatrend – technology – may also through
exports even of artificial intelligence capabilities22 fuel both oppression through surveillance and organised crime across the South.
• The perceived needs on the part of governments in the South to acquire ever more sophisticated weaponry, including weapons of mass
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destruction, also in the long run threatening Europe, is a long-term
challenge.
Against this predominantly negative background there are, however, other
datasets indicating more positive trends for the future including as regards
GDP/person, life expectancy, education, etc. The jury is out for still some
time as regards how all of this will be impacted by Covid-19. Will the impact be reduced to one or two lost years in terms of economic growth? Or
will possibly far too dramatic lockdowns in the South (given its generally
much younger population than in the North) lead to sustained negative
effects on health, employment, and social and political stability? There
are already strong voices warning that applying Northern recipes to the
Southern Covid-19 situation may increase fatalities, for instance as regards
the management of HIV, dramatically. And the question is also how Europe
may be able to effectively assist in terms of development cooperation in a
situation where budgetary support, with effective follow up on the ground,
may not be allowed for health security reasons by donors. This in turns
opens up questions about the risk of increased corruption associated with
international assistance. Who will – or should – in the future finance the
public administration of countries such as Afghanistan?

Southern Challenges
The crucial interrelationships between flow security and
conflicts and between threats and challenges
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17.

In the previous chapter we set out different levels of contextual assumptions necessary in order to discuss the Southern dimension of EU(ropean)
security. We then proceeded to a brief outline of some important trends
and megatrends of relevance to the current analysis.
In this chapter we will set out how these trends and megatrends may
be seen to manifest themselves in the analysis of flows and interactions
between Europe and the South, directly and indirectly and make some
initial references to EU(ropean)responses.
Following on to the flow security analysis we will in as a third step in
this chapter specifically look at the impact in terms of conflicts and wars
including the issue of war spilling over to Europe. We will do so through
an empirical snapshot of the situation in four, to some extent interlinked,
conflict areas: Iran/Iraq, Syria, Libya and the eastern Mediterranean. Not
all of these conflicts are militarised and not all aspects of the conflict will
require a military response on the part of Europe. But there are potential
military elements in all four contexts.
And conflicts, of course, have a vital impact on flows to and from Europe.
Finally, an obvious note: Challenges as a concept include in this report
both threats and opportunities. As we will see, meeting threats requires
helping Africa and the Middle East to develop in peace.

Flow security
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Managing key flows – material, human and virtual
Flows constitute the very essence of globalisation. They also form a
primary rationale for European integration inside the EU and with the
neighbourhood. Flows can be good or bad depending on the challenges
facing governments, industry and private individuals. They may be legal
or illicit. From the perspective of Europeans, flows may be perceived as
threatening or necessary. They can no longer be controlled simply at the
external borders of the EU but require a wide range of information and
intelligence exchange. In this sense, they threaten the personal integrity of
individuals, something which has been the subject of extensive legislation
in the EU, notably the GDPR.23
The freedom of movement for humans is seen as essential for Europeans
to enable trade, tourism, working abroad, et cetera. Legal migration to
Europe is vital to compensate for an imbalanced demographic distribution
in an aging Europe. At the same time certain forms of migrant transport
are increasingly criminalised in African and Middle Eastern countries.
The possibility to trade in goods and to provide assistance is regulated
in an increasingly controversial multilateral setting both in the WTO24 and
the OECD25. The division of labour in trade reflects resource scarcity and
several megatrends and defines to a large extent European relationships
to Africa and the Middle East, in combination with the colonial heritage.
Things are under constant change as the Southern regions are developing,
including in terms of advanced technology transfer, cyber technologies
including artificial intelligence. Hidden in the legal transfer of goods and
services is, of course, a strong element of illegal trade. The Internet is
thereby used for both legal and illegal financial transactions.
An increasing number of frustrated and educated young people who are
not able to migrate to the North will be trying to develop various types
of organised crime at a distance from Europe. This problem is already
evident around the globe with countless stories of frauds.
Finally, it will have escaped no one that there are essential flows of clean/
polluted fluids and air between continents and people affected by environmental megatrends including health security. At no point in recent history
has this problem become more evident than during the Covid-19 crisis.
Covid-19 is not an African or Middle Eastern virus; rather populations
in these regions are increasingly becoming victims of the virus in ways and
to an extent which is still not easy to forecast. But the indirect effects are
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likely to be huge. Experts are already warning that lock-downs introduced,
for Covid-19 protection, are causing grave risks of backlash (HIV, poverty).

Protecting trade and assistance
To protect not only Europe but also Europeans and European economic
interests globally, including in Africa and the Middle East, is increasingly
becoming a serious challenge. Here there are wider links to
• megatrends,
• and to different types of conflicts between states inside the regions
in question,
• and involving global actors such as Russia and China.
Europe is enormously dependent on open sea-lanes which has led
to the elaboration of an EU Maritime security strategy.26 Piracy is
but one manifestation of threats against trade which already since
some time has led to the mobilisation both of private security companies and naval assets in a vast area from the Red Sea throughout
the Indian Ocean also proliferating over to the Gulf of Guinea. 27
Securing Europe's energy needs is key to Europe's security, safety and welfare
and a challenge that links the Southern and eastern security dimensions.28
In parallel with a current international focus on climate change and the
challenge of reducing fossil fuel usage under the aims set by the 2015 Paris
Agreement a tremendous competition is ongoing concerning the supply,
from Russian, Caspian and Mediterranean sources, of natural gas to still
needy European markets. The competition is driven by the interest on
the part of supplier countries as well as transit countries but also, by the
states and markets at the receiving end and the policy preferences of these.
For the EU the task, and challenge, to harmonize the various separate
member state interests in the area of energy security into a coherent joint
stand, sufficient for a credible security policy line in both direction East
and direction South, are clearly demanding. A tall order and one to which
much rhetorical lip service is given by individual European leaders.
Many flows of material resources from Africa and the Middle East need
to be protected. These are objects of the conflicts raging in the entire area
both inter-and intra-state. What this can lead to in a major war was vividly
illustrated during the Second World War (cf the battle over control of oil)
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and has, as recently as during the autumn of 2019, been demonstrated
when a devastating attack was made on Saudi Arabian oil refineries.

The migration challenge
The migration challenge, with all its known and feared implications for
Europe's internal cohesion, has a number of relevant aspects.
Firstly, there is the balance to be struck between migration as a longterm socio-economic necessity for sustainable growth and welfare – and
uncontrolled migration as a political problem, in case of a mismatch between levels of migration and capacities of integration.
Secondly, there is the factor of intra-European migration as a result
of developments within the EU and its common market. It is clear to
many analysts that this factor, as aimed at and justified by the European
process of economic and political integration, has also served to provoke
problematic trends of disintegration, with Brexit as the prime example.
A third aspect relates to an ongoing struggle in many European countries
to deal with the integration consequences of the sudden migration wave
of 2015, including the political consequences demonstrated by the rise of
anti-migration populism and the related crisis of liberal democracy as an
EU creed and value basis.
A fourth concerns the current efforts on the part of the EU – and particularly exposed Southern member states – to address (i.e. hinder) the
inflow of migrants from the south or south-west, including the task of
distinguishing between credible asylum (”legal”) cases and those that for
other (”illegal”) reasons seek a better future in Europe.
This also includes the daunting task of finding agreement within the
EU on a system of fair responsibility sharing – explainable to and understandable for citizens.
A key in these efforts has been to try to negotiate agreements with important transit neighbouring countries, notably Turkey and Libya, on ways
and means to prevent migrants from illegally and dangerously crossing
borders to Europe.
And finally, there are longer-term migration perspectives. Globally they
concern the way climate change, population growth and other global
megatrends can be expected to provoke major population movements.
This will happen within the countries involved in the form of massive
urbanisation. But there will also be a movement to neighbouring countries and towards the north, ultimately towards Europe. This longer-term
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perspective emphasizes further what is already a clear and present reality:
that neighbouring MENA countries are first and foremost transit countries
for broader migration movements far beyond Europe's ”near abroad”, in
Africa and Asia.
As noted, Europe will need an influx of trained migrants to compensate
for and manage its demographic imbalance with an aging population. But
this influx must be at a level manageable in terms of integration.
All these aspects belong to and need to be factored into a coherent and
sufficiently comprehensive European migration policy, in terms of short-term
crisis management and longer-term capacity enhancement for future needs.
But there is more. The proven demanding nature of migration issues
and policies also have links to other, related policy areas. Migration policies are loaded with policy dilemmas and hence a demanding challenge
for the EU and other actors.
Illegal migration needs to be seen in the context of organized crime – as
one alternative among many – but also as an integrated part of indispensable flows of people as discussed above. It remains to be seen to what extent
the September 2020 EU Commission-launched migration policy proposal
will be able to pave the way for a joint European response.

Cyber/information/finance
It can be argued and it is being increasingly highlighted in the media that
the revolution in information technologies taking place will increasingly
make it possible for MENA state and non-state actors to wage information
war, carry out terrorist acts and commit financial crime affecting Europe,
including fraud – without leaving the Middle East and Africa. For this
migration is not necessary. As more and more sophisticated technologies
become available to state and nonstate actors in the regions, they will be
able to use these assets increasingly in ways which threaten European
interests. It is also quite possible that they will do so also as proxies on
behalf of global actors such as Russia and China. New technological tools
will make it possible to target not only private individuals threatening the
freedom and personal integrity of vulnerable people around the globe,
including in Europe, but also businesses and critical infrastructure assets
in Western countries. The notion that, for instance, artificial intelligence
will not be available to less-developed countries is not any more credible.
During the Cold War advanced technologies were, to a large extent, controlled by the United States and its allies.
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Organized crime and terrorism
This is a cluster of interrelated challenges and threats. Crime is increasingly
being seen as organized like industries with global business plans shifting
over time, depending on the level of profitability.
For the general public and for the media zooming out in the way illustrated in this text often leads to great frustration.
The point is, however, that over the longer term, a full-scope analysis
leading to an impact assessment ex-ante may make a difference.
When it comes to foreign and security policy as an example, no doubt
very serious mistakes have been committed over the long term both during
the period of the Cold War but also during the period after the Cold War.
This goes for terrorism and its links to organized crime and certainly also
in recent years for illegal migration.
It can be argued that the way the international community has responded to threatening megatrends through globalisation has led to problems
which could have been avoided.

Terrorism
9/11 turned the tide in global security, in that it ignited what has since been
named the USA's ”war on terror”, carried out and prioritized throughout
the presidencies of Bush, Obama and the first four years of Trump, in countries such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Somalia, Mali and Syria, and many others.
In the US, as well as in Europe, trends over these two decades have
indicated an element of polarization between different extremes along
several axes, religious and socio/political, with the Breivik case in Norway
providing a brutal example of extreme-right terrorism, together with the
rise of ”white supremacism” in the US and similarities in other countries.
But ”the war on terror” as defined by the US has mainly referred to
radical Salafist Islam. Hence the protracted line of seemingly ”endless
wars” by the US in the post-cold war period. And, therefore, recent signals
from the US Trump administration that the time has come to terminate
these ”unwinnable” wars, to reduce US military and intelligence presence
all over the world in anti-terror combats, and to re-focus on deterring the
main adversaries, Russia and China and focus above all on America first.
But these US signals notwithstanding, and despite the apparent reduction
in recent years of cases in and around Europe of spectacular, large-scale
terrorist attacks, it seems clear that the threat of terrorism is far from over
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and done with but instead remains a considerable challenge globally and
not least in Europe.
It is uncertain whether the years of counterterror combat by various
countries in different ways have produced lasting results. Does Europe
have to expect and get ready for new waves of terrorist acts with roots
and motivation from the unstable and violent arenas of the world? Is the
”the war on terror” winnable through force?
A lot of this boils down to the Middle East and the question of jihadist
resilience – although both IS, and Al Qaida have proven to have tentacles
far beyond Africa and Asia.
A major question currently, in Syria and Iraq, is whether the continued turmoil in these countries, especially after the Turkish ”Peace Spring”
incursion, will provide IS/”Daesh” with an opportunity to regroup and
regain operational strength.
Will IS after the loss of the ”Caliphate”, be capable to again create a
regime (or a climate) of jihadist terror regionally and – at worst – to again
perpetrate large-scale attacks in Europe?
Preventing this, in the best possible operational cooperation with the
US, is a challenge of existential importance for Europe. And for this to be
achievable, in parallel to other problems on the radar screen, including
the migration challenges and the issue of war prevention through peace
operations, a carefully thought-through mix of policy tools and close international police and military cooperation are needed. And this applies
to lower levels of terror threats, e.g. with occasional hits by ”lone wolves”
of uncertain representativeness enhancing anxiety and uncertainty.
There is, thus, also the risk to be attended to of Western societies being
affected by a spiral of action-reaction involving various kinds of violent
extremism along religious, ethnic or socio-political lines.
Such a threat, if unchecked, could hardly avoid causing significant and
deeply problematic socio-political consequences in Western societies.
There is a need, furthermore, to highlight another aspect of the contemporary problem of terrorism, the trend on the part of several regimes
in today's world, even close to Europe, to abusing the concept and threat
reality of terrorism as a pretext for authoritarian encroachments of civil
rights and liberties. Examples of this trend – a threat to the global prominence of liberal democracy – are many and varied, also inside the Western
hemisphere as observed in recent years.
This trend boils largely down to the very definition of terrorism, means
and ends, kind and degree, and ensuing difficulties internationally to agree
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on how to define and identify terror groups in a conflict-ridden world –
this is at the heart of this discourse. Both Syria as arena and Turkey as
actor provides ample examples of the dilemmas involved, especially for
Europe in view of what it takes for the EU leadership to hammer through
consensus on divisive policy issues pertaining notably to Ankara's broad
and politicized definition of terrorism.

Crime as a structured industry
This section introduces a set of what can be called ’bad flows’ through
organized crime. Fighting transnational organized crime with its close
link to corruption arguably brings with it some complicated security
problems, notably in a post-conflict rehabilitation situation. Organized
crime also involves violence (cf Central America), sometimes on the level
of military conflicts.
In democratic societies, police and other civilian authorities deal with
crime; in most countries, organized crime is not a task for the military
and thus not seen as an integrated part of the defence discourse – which,
as argued below, is not entirely appropriate.
Before the 9/11 attacks in 2001, it was also widely believed that organized crime was not linked to terrorism. Therefore, it was not expected to
be a significant target in what the G.W. Bush administration later called
the war on terror, or in EU terminology the fight against terrorism.
This analysis soon changed after 9/11, when it was more widely recognized that terrorists finance their activities through organized crime. Using
financial intelligence as a tool also made it possible to trace terrorists. But
this raised the problem of how to pursue this work and at the same time
respect the need for data protection and civil liberties.
Over time organized crime – possibly linked to terrorist motives – could
develop into an even more existential threat to the stability of Western
and indeed European societies.
In this context, the threats against critical infrastructure through cybercrime links organized crime to issues of national defence. No country
will alone be able to respond to these threats.
What we are talking about is not just individual criminals or young
people seeking to make a living day-to-day in the streets. Organized crime
includes a hierarchical structure of criminals (including clan structures)
closely linked to corruption and government structures.
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There is also the problem of legal methods underpinning the possibilities to pursue organised crime for instance by organising legal working
markets or using tourist visas et cetera.
The manifestation of this problem may be precisely the kind of crime
taking place influencing political systems in the West, such as shootings,
IED’s et cetera. This is not necessarily in itself a result of migration but
rather organised crime.
In summary, being able to zoom out on these issues seems to be very
important. They have to be analysed and prioritised in their totality, not
one by one. This means that the common notion before 9/11 that organised crime could be analysed separately from terrorism has been proven
untrue. Terrorism needs financing. There is a link between organised
crime and migration. This, in turn, also has to do with commercial and
other interests, including corruption. It is an industry. It invests in those
types of crime which are the most profitable for the moment. It develops
very sophisticated techniques and is able to invest in technologies not yet
available to law enforcement.

WMD29
Yet another problem of flows has started to develop which had been contained rather successfully until the end of the Cold War.
The risk of WMD horizontal proliferation and in particular nuclear
proliferation has in the last years required much more attention. In simple
terms, WMD promises to give the perceived underdogs existential power,
perhaps already by being seen as threshold states.
The proliferation of nuclear weapons can be seen as a direct threat
to Europeans military security beyond terrorism and conventional war.
Hybrid threats and dual-use missile technologies should be included in
this threat analysis. France and other Southern European states already
perceive WMD security in the Southern dimension as a part of their strategic security equation.
Dealing with this dimension of security in an integrated way requires
the open inclusion of WMD also into external European policies, not in
a compartmentalised way.
From the perspective of the SES project as a whole, this also challenges
the assumptions to the effect that a future European war would include
threats of but not the actual use of nuclear weapons. Horizontal WMD
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proliferation thus needs to be included in a realistic European threat perception, adding to the risk of conventional wars involving Europe.

Conflicts and wars threatening European security
Introduction
As noted, the battle over scarce resources and other flow security problems
drive conflict both inside and between countries in the South and engage
global powers such as Russia, China and the United States as well as major
European countries in protection of their perceived interests. This battle
is likely to become even more fierce given the earlier outlined megatrends.
Addressing conflicts presents Europe with a particularly acute series
of challenges in the Middle East, from the perspective of the risks of war
spilling over to Europe or else concretely and acutely affecting European
security.
But also in Africa, although on a smaller scale, conflict sensitivity is a
crucial parameter already for providing the necessary conditions for development. This, in turn, influences several other essential requirements
for European security.
To a large extent, these conflicts are intrastate, although often with
strong links to areas on the other side of the external border of the state in
question. The Great Lakes region is a particularly visible example of this.
Conflicts and wars cannot be isolated from the previous discussion of
the management of flows. As we will see in the following brief analysis
of the four most prominent conflict areas in the South at present, they are
all related to failures in managing flows in a cooperative and mutually
beneficial manner. To a large extent it is of course an issue of resources,
in particular oil and gas. It is also a question of flows of people out of
regions seriously affected by a number of megatrends including climate
change, poverty, urbanisation and population growth. And obviously
there are clear links to earlier failures in dealing with conflict prevention
and post-conflict rehabilitation.
As a result, managing flows through non-military means may not be
sufficient to prevent future wars and conflicts. At the same time, how military means can be deployed in a way not to cause more harm than good
is equally difficult to prescribe.
There is a military defence dimension that increasingly needs to be taken
into account. The October War in 1973 had its global military importance
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through its escalation potential in the relationship between the United States
and the Soviet Union. Israel and the Arab states were armed to the teeth
with major weapon systems but none of these systems had the potential
to threaten Europe directly, unless deployed by terrorists.
The situation in this regard is changing particularly when it comes to
Turkey as a bridge to Europe and to NATO. The emergence of drone and
missile technology in combination with increasingly powerful warheads,
conventional or WMD, makes Europe increasingly vulnerable over time.
There is an urgent need for arms control arrangements that include Israel
since there is a historic correlation between the capabilities of Israel and
its neighbours in the region.
Indirectly, the role of Russia is vital and so far, more in the background,
that of China. Conflict proliferation risks to Europe will in particular need
to factor in a possible escalation of US and Russian tensions.
There are also links to Pakistan and Afghanistan and thereby even to
India and a feared nuclear confrontation between India and Pakistan
(over Kashmir).
Even further away potential conflicts relating to the South China Sea
and the Korean Peninsula cannot be neglected.
The Southern dimension and the threats of major war do not only,
however, require an analysis of the escalation of regional conflict:
• First, a distinction must be made between, on the one hand, ”major
global war” – open military conflict between global powers in an
uncontained conflict escalation,
• and on the other hand, a major war between regional contenders,
presumably with support rendered by the global players, threatening
neighbouring Europe and possibly triggering conflict at global level,
including with a possible nuclear dimension.
In the current international context facing the next few years, risks of significant war/internationalized conflict in Europe's southern “near abroad”
mainly pertain to
• Iran – and Iraq,
• Syria,
• Libya
• and the Eastern Mediterranean.
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Selecting these as focus areas below is of course not to underestimate escalation dangers in a host of other hot spots in the MENA region, such
as the humanitarian disaster case Yemen where local conflicts have been
catastrophically exacerbated by external (regional and global) actors' involvement, mainly due to the Iran-Saudi – and Israeli-Iranian – broader
conflict. One must of course here also mention lingering effects in the
broader region of the 2011 Arab Spring turmoil, the broad conflict dimension layer in the region of the Sunni-Shia competition-cum-conflict, and
conflicts between various branches of the broader Sunni Islam culture in
terms of degree of radicalism, and then obviously also the veteran regional
conflict – constantly eluding international efforts at reconciliation and stabilization – between Israel and the Palestinians. The sheer complexity of
these regional hot spots, as interwoven between each other, and with the
interests of external actors, contributes to conflict intensity and longevity,
involving European security in various ways. The recent normalization
steps taken between Israel and two Gulf states, UAE and Bahrein (with
others possibly to follow) and the US-sponsored plan – seemingly abortive
and controversial – for an Israeli-Palestinian resolution serve as a reminder
of ongoing diplomatic choreographics.

The Turkish variable
Currently, in terms of uncertainty, the most acute manifestation of security
policy challenges facing EU(rope) is Turkey, neighbouring war-ravaged
Syria (and Iraq) and also constituting the geographic bridge between Asia
and Europe (as well as northwards to the Black Sea and Russia-Ukraine)
and thus an important transit country for a number of relevant mega
flows, be it refugees, energy, terrorism and organized crime.
Turkey today currently hosts some 3,6 million refugees from Syria alone
and in addition at least a million more from areas around and beyond
the Middle East.
According to the Turkish government, its current economic crisis, in
combination with the duration of the Syrian refugee crisis, has now made
it untenable for Turkey to handle this burden alone.
The burden-sharing arrangement entered into by the 2016 EU-Turkey
refugee agreement (“Statement”) has been judged, certainly by Turkey, to
be late in implementation and insufficient given the evolving situation since.
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These signals were for a period in early 2020 combined with signs of
crossings over the Aegean again steadily increasing, putting further burdens
on neighbouring Greece. And then the potentially catastrophic situation in
the Syrian province of Idlib (see above) where some 2-3 million civilians
are suffering from, and desperately trying to escape from, the complex
and intermittent fighting between Russia- and Iran-supported Assad-forces
and the rebel resistance with considerable Turkish support.
Still, a sequence of Russian-Turkish ceasefire agreements had throughout
2019 prevented a challenging situation from turning catastrophic as a result
of a major military onslaught by Assad forces with Russian air support.
Europe was receiving hinted Erdogan threats to re-open the gates for
flooding into Europe and in view of the dire situation in Idlib – and elsewhere. These threats were unveiled in February 2020, paving the way for
an acute security crisis between Greece, supported by the EU, and Turkey,
profoundly affected by the ongoing dramatization at Turkey's other end,
Syrian Idlib.
At the same time Turkey is a case in point when it comes to energy
flows. As regards the Southern dimension, because of its geographic location and its own energy supply needs, Turkey aspires to be the hub of
regional energy flows to the European markets. Hence the aspired-for
confluence of projected pipelines such as TurkStream, MedStream and
TANAP, among others in a crisscrossing network carrying economic value
of strategic significance. Thus, too, the potential for the energy security
sector to drive conflict, as demonstrated in the summer of 2020 in the
Eastern Mediterranean, also a case in point illustrating a security-loaded
collision between unsolved historical issues (Lausanne, Cyprus et. al.) and
modern geopolitical and geo-economic trends.
The situation in and around Turkey also has to do with terrorism in
combination with issues related to national minorities and democratic
rights and freedoms. As concerns issues pertaining to terrorism and the
struggle against terrorism, contemporary trends boil down basically to the
very definition of terrorism, means and ends, kind and degree, and ensuing
difficulties internationally to agree on how to define and identify terror
groups in a conflict-ridden world. Both Syria (and Iraq, among several)
as arena and Turkey as actor provide ample examples of the dilemmas
involved, especially for Europe because of what it takes for the EU lead60

ership to hammer through consensus on divisive policy issues pertaining
to Ankara's broad and politicized definition of terrorism.
--During the course of work with this report on European security and the
Southern dimension it has become increasingly clear that Turkey as a dependent as well as independent variable, Turkey as actor and as arena – has
to be rendered particular attention. This realization comes as a function
of a combination of Turkey's problems and Turkey's ambitions, together
driving the current Turkish leadership to assume policy stances that tend
to collide with the interests and ambitions of most neighbouring states in
the wider MENA region and in various ways challenge, in complicated
and adventurous balancing acts, interests and policies of global players,
such as the US, Russia, EU(rope), and others. Consequently, under the
controversial leadership of Turkey's autocratic strongman, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, Turkey has in recent years become a lead actor in all the conflict
areas selected here.
One measurement, incidentally, of this trend, linking both Turkish
domestic policies and its foreign policy variable and, on the other hand,
the Turkish case in point and the wider Middle East case, is a tendency
for Arab states (except Qatar) now to shift from uniting in an anti-Israeli
front to re-grouping in a neo-historical anti-Turkish (in addition to anti-Iranian) line-up.
For EU(rope), these developments have both made links to and relationships with Turkey increasingly demanding and difficult and at the
same time, somewhat paradoxically, rendered finding a modus vivendi/
operandi with an internally unstable and externally offensive Turkey clearly necessary. This has become a profound dilemma currently devoid of
easy answers, as experienced by the new EU Commission (von der Leyen,
Borrell) when immediately challenged by Turkey-related issues, such as
the acute migration crisis, the Aegean and East-Mediterranean crisis and
the Libyan crisis in early 2020 and ever since.
History and geography, and demography (with an 85 million strong
population, divided along a number of ethnic, religious and ideological
fault lines), have provided the basic parameters: NATO member since 1952
at the time of the Korean war and the Truman doctrine, and member of
various European/Western institutions (OSCE, CoE et alia) and candidate
for EU membership since 1999, when relations with Greece were warmed
up by the joint experience of serious earthquakes.
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This “westernness” notwithstanding, the earlier ethno-religious blend
has in recent decades evolved into a society that is almost completely
Islamic – with a strong Sunni majority based on a number of sects, most
of them non-salafist, and an (oppressed) Alevi minority, and with the
current regime under AKP and Erdogan since coming to power in 2002
introducing step-by-step characteristics of Islamist politics and society,
having prevailed in the intense struggle against civilian and military defenders of the Ataturk secular (“Western”) socio-political order. Another
struggle that has permeated Turkish socio-political life is the one on ethnic grounds, between a Turkish majority and a (large) Kurdish minority,
concentrated mainly to Turkey's south-east, as well as in neighbouring
northern Syria, northern Iraq and north-western Iran in which areas there
are also Kurdish regional majorities. Hence the pan-Kurdish issue and
related conflicts, especially in Turkey where the PKK has intermittently
carried out an armed rebellion ever since 1984.
Turkey is “special”, as such a bit like Iran, both large, populous countries with a proud imperial, non-Arab, history of contemporary political
relevance. Whereas in the old political order, the ruling “kemalists” were
fighting a protracted but in the end lost defensive struggle against the
combined but separate forces of Islamism, (Kurdish) separatism and coldwar-style rightist and leftist extremism, the current AKP-regime aspires
to Middle East and Sunni-islamic world leadership based on what some
label “neo-ottomanism”, with increasingly clear signs of “revanchist”
irredentism, in various geographic and historical directions. Claims to
ownership of, or legitimate influence, in northern Iraq and – westwards –
in the Aegean in view of loose ends from the 1923 Lausanne Treaty and
the 1936 Montreux Declaration on the Turkish Straits, tend to focus on
maximizing domestic popularity even at the cost of minimizing appreciation and understanding in terms of foreign affairs.
While remaining a NATO-member and US ally (if increasingly controversial as such), with the second largest armed forces within the alliance,
and formally remaining a candidate for EU-membership, even though negotiations – and relations as a whole – have been de facto frozen for years,
and remaining a member of other relevant Western institutions, today's
Turkey is conducting policies more like those of an aspiring Islamic and
Middle East lead nation. As such it nowadays, under the current regime,
also seeks to benefit from risky but pragmatic balancing acts between the
main global players, neighbouring fellow Black Sea country Russia and
NATO ally USA, in their interaction in the Middle East and North Africa.
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This advanced but adventurous balancing act, still ongoing, and manifested primarily by Ankara's controversial procurement of the Russian S-400
air defence system, these days increasingly renders Turkey a problematic
spoiler role in the trans-Atlantic security cooperation.
So before discussing the selected conflicts as below, it is important to
remind of the complex political background to Turkey's contemporary
role, be it in Iraq, be it in Syria, or in the Aegean/Cyprus or in the wider
Eastern Mediterranean. Or in Libya, and beyond (Somalia, Sudan and
other African countries). The offensive policies conducted by Turkey in
these conflicts have – among many other things – greatly complicated
Turkey's relations with Israel, Saudi Arabia, Russia and (not least) France,
and others, but mainly these. This has made Turkey a leading demandeur
for Donald Trump winning a second mandate period, for a favourable
or tolerable solution to the long list of disputes between Trump's US and
Erdogan's Turkey now would seem to depend largely on friend Trump
winning in November. This team Erdogan preference for Trump has of
late been enhanced by the publication of earlier viewpoints by Joe Biden,
expressly critical of Erdogan's foreign and domestic policies. The November
3 US presidential election, and simultaneous Congressional elections, thus
provide a key variable of uncertainty, not least for EU(rope).
This, then, is the Turkish variable nowadays, the aspiring “new Turkey”,
much more independent-minded and forward-leaning in the region than
before (and more Islamic and more authoritarian) and therefore seeking
active foreign policy use for the factor of geography in the country's
geopolitically and geoeconomically important role as transit area for the
various flows discussed earlier. And the flows through Turkey do not solely
run east-west, but also north-south; Turkey is also a Black Sea country
and as such having to face the might of Black Sea neighbour Russia, a
half-partner in Idlib and elsewhere in Syria, a competitor in Libya and in
the Caucasus and Azeri-Armenian conflict there.
In sum, in brief, for the EU and EU(rope), most or all of policy projects
in the Southern dimension nowadays involve having to balance conflict
and cooperation with a Turkey whose authoritarian leader sees enforcement of international respect as a (or the) recipe for coping with accumulating dissent domestically. The fact that Turkey hosts in excess of 4
million refugees, mainly from Syria but also representing a long-distance
flow of migrants from far away Asia, and Africa, and that the unresolved
Idlib crisis in Syria involves millions more potential refugees, willing and
anxious to proceed through Turkey en route to Europe, while Europe is
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still struggling with the consequences of the 2015 refugee crisis that led
to the 2016 EU-Turkey agreement, provide the ingredients of an ongoing
war of nerves between the two sides.
This unavoidably adds difficulties to handling the current, apparently
zero-sum, crisis over carbon exploration and maritime rights in the Aegean
and the Eastern Mediterranean, the asymmetric relations EU-Greece and
EU-Turkey making EU(rope) mediation near-illusive, especially in the
near-absence of the US and the looming presence of Russia, with NATO
fraught with ambivalence. At the time of writing, and in response to a late
summer process of crisis escalation, a divided EU was able at Council summit level to agree on a policy compromise under which the EU abstained
from slamming sanctions on Turkey in response to its offensive maritime
activities, but threatened to do so unless Turkey were to change course.
On the other hand, in addition, there is, now as before, the EuropeTurkey element of economic interdependence, of sorts. With European
economic actors, such as German, French, Italian and Spanish banks
having invested rather massively in Turkey's remarkable economic development during the first 10 years of AKP rule, clearly there is a European
self-interest in Turkey's economy not collapsing – in view of current indications of such a risk being real. And for the Turkish leadership the need
for European investments is key to the country's economic recovery after
recent years of crisis. This interdependence could be said to set – or contribute to – limits to how critical politically rooted tensions can be allowed
to become. Hence, among other things, the protracted and sensitive issue
of de-freezing membership negotiations, both sides knowing very well
that Turkey's oppressive domestic policies and offensive foreign policies
makes membership perspectives elusive, if at all real and achievable, under
prevailing and foreseeable conditions, while both sides hesitate to be the
first party to throw the stone, or dice. There is, after all, the longer-term
post Erdogan regime perspectives to seriously consider.
This context is ripe for and sensitive to symbolic acts, such as Erdogan's
U-turn on the issue of whether or not to again make the iconic Hagia
Sophia a mosque, perhaps as a step to announcing the “new Turkey” as a
returned sultanate, thus finally undoing the nation-building work of Kemal
Ataturk. In view of electoral prospects before the next electoral round, in
the anniversary year of 2023, or before, there is also the pending issue of
restoring the death penalty, should the current regime opt for defiance (of
the EU) rather than accommodation.
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Turkey's active military presence in the crisis areas here selected co-varies with a decreasing US presence and an increasing Russian presence. For
the US – currently under unpredictable Trump leadership and in dramatic
election uncertainty atmosphere – this represents another problem – the
need for Turkish assistance in countering (at least not assisting) Russian
military presence in the area traditionally labelled NATO's Southern flank.
But handling this problem in the complex area south of Europe, including
Libya, is rendered difficult, for any US administration, to the extent strategic
choices towards withdrawal are made, perhaps irrevocably. Hence all this
ambivalence and lack of visible strategic direction, especially on the part of
the US in Libya, and especially with regard to Turkey as arena and actor.
Nonetheless, the fact remains that Erdogan's Turkey is militarily involved in all the countries and conflicts selected, fighting Kurds and the
Assad regime in Syria, Kurds (PKK) in Iraq, ISIS in both (at least nominally), “fighting” Greek and Greek-Cypriot entities and interests in the
Aegean and these and allies in the Eastern Mediterranean, and fighting the
Tobruk regime and war lord Khalifa Haftar on behalf of the GNA regime
in Tripoli. Add to these considerable, and costly, engagements all Turkish
deployments and activities in countries such as Somalia, Qatar, Sudan, and,
north of Turkey, Armenia versus Azerbaidjan over Nagorno-Karabach
(where serious fighting with considerable Turkish military involvement
broke out at the time of writing) and we are faced with a mystery: how
can Turkey and its current regime afford all these military deployments,
or adventures, at a time when the coronavirus crisis has worsened a
pre-existing economic crisis to such an extent that things would seem to
be manifestly unsustainable? But this is where we are now: Turkey conducting a diplo-military offensive in spite of a cracking economy which
makes people suffer, to the detriment of regime legitimacy, in a vicious
circle. These conditions – as pointed out by a number of analysts recently
– has had Turkey evolve as a factor of instability and unpredictability in
the Southern dimension, for the EU (EU(rope) as well as, for NATO and
other institutional actors.
And the principle of “good neighbourliness” has descended into what
presidential advisor Ibrahim Kalin once labelled “Precious loneliness”.
In sum, the Turkish variable can safely be predicted to remain a huge
challenge for Europe, regardless of definition, for years to come. The
Turkish variable stands for, indeed guarantees, uncertainty – and instability.
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Iran – and Iraq
More than a century after World War 1, the Middle East is experiencing its own
1914 moment. Today, a single attack by rocket, drone or limpet mine could set
off a military escalation between the US and Iran and their respective regional
allies and proxies that could prove impossible to contain. Left to their own
devices – and determined not to lose face and amid the legacy of 40 years of
enmity – Washington and Teheran have placed themselves on a collision course30

This comparison to conditions preceding WW1 is picked from an Aug 1,
2019 report by the International Crisis Group. The warning words refer
in this case (many other points of comparison between now and then
can be made) to US-Iran relations, as are also linked to Israel-Iran and
Saudi-Iranian relations and tensions, and as dramatically affecting Iran's
immediate neighbour, Iraq.
The Crisis Group report argues the need for third-party diplomacy and
mediation, notably European. This in the absence of direct channels of
communication between the contenders and in light of the complicated
links between these three levels
• The US vs Iran,
• Israel vs Iran,
• Saudi Arabia (and other Sunni/Gulf states) vs Iran.
All of this needs to be seen against the backdrop of transatlantic and
international controversies concerning the Iran nuclear deal, the Joint
Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), which the Trump administration
abandoned in 201831 and replaced with a policy of ”maximum pressure”
against Iran, much to the relief of Iran’s regional adversaries Israel and
Saudi-Arabia and other affected Gulf states.
The year 2019 saw escalation of tension between Iran and these states
playing out across the wider region, with spiralling action-reaction processes. This also took place within the context of festering localized (albeit
by proxy) conflicts such as those in Yemen, Iraq and Syria. In between
episodes of escalation came exercises of diplomatically guided restraint
and attempts at de-escalation.
It could be claimed that in the absence of active military involvement
by Russia and China in this arena of conflict, the risk of major war here
would seem to be limited to something less than a threat to world peace.
But it is already now grave enough for Europe and gives rise to serious
concerns as regards US-EU security relations.
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And even if Russia and China have so far abstained from direct military involvement, there are at least implications for world peace. These
states are, together with the EU and major European states, also parties
to the gradually weakened JCPOA. And Iran's de-nuclearization remains
an issue of profound importance. The situation in and around Iran must
be seen as a major security challenge for Europe. Proactive involvement
seems to be warranted.
The process during 2019 of action-reaction, escalation-de-escalation,
between Iran, threatening re-nuclearization and regional aggression in the
post-JCPOA context, and the US jointly with Iran's regional adversaries
(Saudi Arabia, Israel and others), with the suspected Iranian missile attack against Saudi oil facilities as the most spectacular event, witnessed
steps of further dramatization in early 2020 when a process of aggressive
action-reaction, including attacks on the US embassy, led to the highly
controversial (illegitimate, a UN expert later declared) US drone assassination of Iran's de facto nr 2, Quds Force leader general Quasem Soleimani,
together with the leader av Iraq's mainly pro-Iranian militias, al-Muhandis.
The risk of the US-Iran situation escalating to full-scale war seemed
imminent then – and the US action was justified before a sceptical (unconsulted) US congress in terms of prevention of a perceived imminent threat,
represented by the actions and travels by the Iranian general. So now all
depended on how the Iranian government were to choose to respond, by
massive aggression leading to open war or more selectively and restrained,
allowing the US to abstain from further action-reaction. Teheran chose
the latter, and there were sighs of relief. All-out war between Iran with
regional non-state allies and the US with Gulf state allies plus Israel (involved in turbulent domestic politics in a series of inconclusive elections)
could have and would have represented a very serious situation, and a
most demanding one for European security and transatlantic relations.
The fact that the parties then chose de-escalation – however leaving all
the causes unsolved – is no guarantee against repetition of the acute risk.
At the time of writing, the big question is what strategy, if any, the US
will adopt towards Iran, both on the nuclear issue and on the burning
regional security issues, the former of particular concern for Israel and
the latter for the Gulf states. And both before the US elections and after,
regardless of winner. Another big, related question concerns the effects
of the corona crisis effects on both Iran and the US, and others, in terms
of potential modification/restraint, or not.
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Unfortunately, it cannot be ruled out that either party, or both, could be
tempted to seek advantage from the current status of uncertainty with a view
to seeking deliberate dramatization. From the point of view of European
security, the case of Iran will need to be observed and diplomatically acted
on also in view of Iranian links to Russia and China, respectively.
But the problem remains that both the US assassination and the Iranian
response action (a missile attack against a US base, after forewarning,
hence no casualties) took place on Iraqi territory, adding further dimensions to already existing problems on the part of turbulent polity and
suffering people in Iraq, currently the focus of US-led international efforts
to finish off the ISIS threat. Even before the killing of Soleimani there had
been manifestations of (pro-Iranian) demands for the US to have its 5000
troops pack and leave, in spite of the presence of other Western nations
in the anti-Isis struggle and in spite of uncertain consequences for the also
controversial US military presence in neighbouring Syria.
These demands were raised in response to US statements to the effect
that the US presence in Iraq was needed in order to contain Iran, in addition to going after ISIS. Clearly, the Soleimani killing exacerbated these
demands, even as Iraq finally agreed on a new prime minister, al-Kadhimi,
and the still ongoing Iraqi-American talks on these complicated topics
serve as a reminder of both the proximity to the US elections, and related
uncertainties, and of the proximity to the Syrian adjacent scene.
In various ways, therefore, helping save the fragile Iraqi state from outright implosion, not least as unwanted arena of the US-Iranian struggle for
regional supremacy, is a security interest of vital importance for Eu(rope).

Syria
The demanding case of Syria is a toxic mix of complex sub-conflicts (the
north-east, Idlib and the Israel-Iran conflict), the involvement of not only
regional but also global players, notably Russia and (albeit decreasingly)
the US, and the humanitarian and migration-related challenges, combined
with Syria's proximity to Europe providing for a concrete spill-over risk
in various ways.
The dangers of the Syrian conflict seem many and varied due to the
complexities, a high degree of international involvement, the duration of
the conflict – over nine years and, hence accumulated human and material
costs. Currently, in mid-2020, three main sub conflicts can be discerned.
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First, there is Syria's north-eastern border region, bordering Turkey and
Iraq. In this conflict area, factors of change recently have been
Turkey's military incursion (operation ”Peace Spring) proclaimed to be
an anti-terror operation against the Kurdish YPG militia32 and attempting to carve out a ”safe area” for the housing of a part of the 3.6 million
estimated Syrian refugees inside Turkey,
the Trump-ordered US military withdrawal from Syrian soil, or at least
the north-eastern parts, abandoning in part or wholly the hitherto prioritized military cooperation against the IS with YPG-dominated Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF).33
This paved the way under a Turkish-Russian Sochi agreement,34 for increased Russian diplomatic and military involvement in this border area,
and also for enhanced involvement in this area, under a Damascus-SDF
agreement35 – following the changed Turkish and US positions, on the
part of Assad forces.
The resulting degree of uncertainty and tension makes forecasts exceedingly difficult. All is also linked to a so-far elusive final political settlement
of the devastating Syrian crisis.
European countries, notably France and the UK, are to some extent
militarily involved as most active members of the US-led international
anti-IS coalition (“The Global Coalition to defeat Daesh”). But Europe is
of course affected by these developments in many more ways.36
Turkey's “Peace spring” operation, its third into northern Syria since
August 2016, was launched after months of threats, and months of negotiations with US representatives, these struggling to make sense of the
intentions of their Commander-in-Chief and attempts to save what could
be saved of links with and support to the Kurdish SDF/YPG. Erdogan's
unilateral action, once launched in spite of widespread protest in Western
capitals, could be halted only after first the US (Pence/Pompeo) and then
Russia (Putin el al) intervened. The year since then has been characterized by
• Trumps retreat position, after again announcing the US' complete
military withdrawal from Syrian soil (which paved the way for the
Turkish incursion), that in order to “protect the oil” in eastern Syria
a limited number of US troops (some 500) would remain, after all
• The consequence of this, inter alia, as regards the survival of the
Kurdish YPG/PYD (the military and civilian wings of Syrian Kurdish
movement dominating the SDF, the US-supported Syrian Democratic
Forces) in the now reduced area, as political entity and actor, with
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resulting protracted talks with all sides (except Turkey) about its role
in a stabilized Syria under some kind of negotiated peace accord
• Grave image losses for the Turkish regime considering both the unilateral incursion as such – which turned out to be rather irrelevant
to the stated Turkish aims to utilize the conquered area along the
border for the creation of a safe area for returning Syrian refugees
– and the human rights abuses reportedly committed by Turkish-led
militias, and
• A strange, and strangely complex, stalemate in the north-eastern parts
of Syria with US, Russian, Syrian, Turkish, pro-Iranian and Kurdish
patrols interacting in a peculiar strategic choreography and waiting
game, pending a solution, or a path to a solution, to the wider Syrian
civil war since 2011.
--And then there is the issue of Idlib, the province in Syria's north-west near
the Hatay province of Turkey which remains largely rebel-controlled and
jihadist dominated (Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, HTS, and others).37
This was and remains the area of the final battle in the original civil
war in Syria and remains a key humanitarian challenge and source of
migration internally as well as externally.
Idlib was earmarked as one of several de-escalation areas in the trilateral
Astana accord between Russia-Turkey and Iran after the fall of eastern
Aleppo in late 2016.38
The area has since frozen into an unruly stand-off mainly between the
Astana partners
• Russia (supporting the Assad regime and keen to wipe out jihadist
forces entrenched there, many of Chechen origin),39 and determined
to maintain its chief military gains in the area, the enlarged naval
Tartus base and the now regionally strategically important air base
Khmeimim
• Turkey (keen to preserve investments made in the anti-Assad rebel
resistance and wary of migration consequences of an offensive Assad
onslaught),40
• and Iran (pushing its anti-American and anti-Israeli regional proxy
agenda).
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US involvement in this sub-conflict has in recent years been limited to odd,
Russia-tolerated attacks on single ISIS targets, including the raid killing the
IS leader al-Baghdadi. However, with regard to the wider Syrian conflict
– in which Idlib thus represents the final battle between regime and insurgency – the Trump administration has in recent months upped the ante
through an enhanced sanctions regime against the Assad regime, Caesar,
thereby demonstrating to allies and adversaries, including Russians, that
there can be no solution with the Assad regime still intact.
For Europe, the chief security interest has been and remains linked to
the humanitarian challenge and its migration potential. There are millions
of refugees stuck in Idlib seeking refuge into Turkey (which already hosts
almost 4 million Syrian refugees – and many others – and has declared
itself incapable of hosting so many such a long time), and beyond. For
Europe's lead nations and for the EU and its new Commission a critical
situation therefore arose when in early 2020 a dramatic sequence of events
unfolded in and around Idlib, with Assad forces, supported by Russia and
Iran, initiating an offensive into Idlib, causing mass flight by Idlib civilians
towards the closed Turkish border, causing international representatives
to exert pressure on Erdogan to open the border, thus provoking Erdogan
to “weaponize” the refugee issue against the EU, in spite of the 2016 joint
statement. “Weaponization” here meant – as threatened many times earlier – concretely bussing thousands of refugees to the Turkish-Greek (and
Turkish-Bulgarian) border and encouraging them to cross the border, by
force if resisted.
Clearly, summer 2020, EU/European-Turkish relations, and in particular Turkish-Greek relations, are still suffering problematic consequences
of this migration drama, especially since it is linked in time and space
to tense issues pertaining to the conflict area of the Aegean, the Eastern
Mediterranean and Cyprus. And Libya. As stated above in the section on
the Turkish variable, this burdensome state of affairs presents EU(rope)
with a dilemma on how to relate to this “new Turkey” (a term coined by
Erdogan in the context of planning for the 2023 centennial of Ataturk's
then “new” Turkey): cooperation (if possible) or confrontation (if necessary or needed)?
Militarily, there were likewise further dramatic developments in the
Idlib region in early 2020 in that the Russia- (and Iran-) supported Assad
offensive as the “final solution” to the Idlib problem not only released a
refugee crisis at both ends of Turkey but also Turkish military countermoves. This culminated in a sequence in late February of first a regime
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(and or Russian) air attack killing some 36 regular Turkish troops followed
by a massive retaliation strike, mainly by modern Turkish-design drones,
undoing scores of Syrian (but not Russian) troops and equipment. This
sequence terminated, on March 5, in a Putin summons of Erdogan and
team to Moscow and another marathon round which finished reporting
on a (new) ceasefire and other security arrangements over Idlib, allowing
Assad to keep some of his strategic gains. Ever since the entering into force
of this Russian-Turkish agreement, the latest in a series of 11, there has
in the region been maintained a tense stability, in spite of endless reports
on incidents and probabilities of break-down.
As we shall see below concerning the other crises in the region, it has
since early July (2020) fallen upon Germany as the incoming EU Presidency,
rather that the US (in pre-election atmosphere) and for that matter the
EU institutions, notably the Commission, or the UN, to take the lead
diplomatically in the search for de-escalation and stabilization, Germany
thereby adding to its earlier engagement in European security activities
in the region – with or without France.
At the time of writing there were again, after a period of relative calm
under the terms and conditions of the March 5 Turkish-Russian ceasefire
agreement (but also a period of military build-up on all sides), ominous
signs of clashes and mounting tension.
--And then, furthermore, there is the ongoing military conflict, albeit at a
low level to avoid mutually unwanted escalation, between,
• Israel (currently in protracted political leadership limbo)
• Iran,
• – and Lebanese Hezbollah (Iran's Shia ally) – on Syrian soil.
The Syrian crisis has, in the eyes of Israel`s security establishment and in
spite of numerous air force attacks on Iran-linked targets in Syria, gradually increased the perceived threats to Israeli security at its northern front
from pro-Iranian forces in Syria and Hezbollah in Lebanon.
Israel was thrown into domestic political turmoil and constitutional
deadlock after the various electoral fiascos in 2019-2020 during the
embattled PM Netanyahu's struggle for political survival. PM Benjamin
Netanyahu was summer 2020 facing the triple threats of corona-related
protests in the streets, legal uncertainties of his indictments, and politi72

cal threats of various kinds, domestic as well as foreign affairs, strangely
enough sharing with his adversary Erdogan a compelling need to have his
close ally survive the November elections. On the other hand, Netanyahu
and others could rejoice, in August, in a first normalization agreement
with an important Arab country, The United Arab Emirate, an established
adversary of Turkey), the third such agreement after Egypt and Jordan. On
the third hand, the issue of West Bank annexations seemingly had to be
sacrificed, and Trump/Kushner's grand scheme to settle the Israel-Palestine
issue seemed to have been shelved.
In military terms, the perceived threat from Iran has two main dimensions:
• the nuclear threat,
• and the threat posed by the gradual build-up of arsenals, both in
Lebanon and in Syria, of increasingly advanced missiles, in numbers
that would make it extremely difficult to cope with using the constantly developing Israeli Drome missile defence systems.
As long as a stabilization of the Syrian war scene on acceptable terms,
and a satisfactory settlement to the Iran nuclear issue after the demise of
the JCPOA agreement, remain elusive, the Israeli security establishment
struggles with a dilemma41: Israel having to choose whether to opt for
• a large-scale preventive strike using its superior air power (nowadays
including US F-35 and advanced drone technology) and risk a major
war with Iran and own significant losses (and huge problems with
i.a. Russia),
• or abstain from major operations, trusting the combined effects of
Russian diplomacy, US strategic deterrence and constant but limited own air operations, but facing the risk of the threat, left largely
unhindered, growing over time.
For Iran, and to some extent for Hezbollah, the corresponding dilemma
is whether
• to counter, full-scale, Israeli acts of aggression (and risk having to
face overwhelming Israeli military power)
• or to rely on long-term salami tactics42. Or low-level war of attrition
For Hezbollah, the issue seems to be to deter Israeli preventive strikes by
maintaining missile arsenals credible (and lethal) enough to counter, or
deter, large-scale Israeli attacks.
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From a European point of view, this situation contains all the elements
of a terror balance that could be easily offset by action-reaction escalation
and/or by mistake, given the stakes involved, including the fact that the
Israeli-Iranian conflict is entangled with the Syrian civil war.
Israeli targeting of pro-Iranian forces could by mistake hit Russian forces,
or the anti-IS coalition, or Syrian regime targets, with serious implications.
Interestingly, and tellingly, Russia's Putin seems nowadays to conduct a
skilled and cunning diplomatic game, with important and relevant channels of communication to all stake holders, including Netanyahu, Assad,
Rouhani, al Sisi, Erdogan and the de facto leader of Saudi Arabia, crown
price Mohammed bin Salman. In addition to European leaders such as
Macron, Merkel and others.
It should be added that the role of Lebanese Hezbollah in Israeli threat
perceptions will be conditioned by the dramatically increasing instability
of Lebanon, hit recently by the added horrors of a devastating harbour
explosion.

Libya
The broader trends in the Mid-Eastern security theatre have recently also
affected, and been affected by, Libya. In Libya, a rapid increase in internationalization of that conflict (since the fall of Ghadafi in the eventful
year of 2011) has threatened to create a proxy war43 similar to that of
Syria. And tensions have also risen in the East Mediterranean area. There,
clashing hydrocarbon interests have tended to become securitized, even
militarized. Both these (emerging) conflicts directly affect European security interests, in fact so immediately as to pose a clear and present threat
to needed unity of action as between the different European countries.
Of all the North African states along the Southern shores of the
Mediterranean that were affected by the Arab Spring, Libya stands out
as a, or the, crisis-ridden country of increasing significance threatened by
implosion.
Developments in the chaotic post-Ghadafi Libya took a turn from difficult to critical in the autumn of 2019 as the trend towards an open civil
war between two leading domestic contenders,
• the UN-recognized Tripoli (GNA) government44 and associated militias, versus
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• general Khalifa Haftar's Libyan National Army (LNA)45, with political
base in eastern-most Tobruk and its political assembly and speaker
led to deepened polarization and internationalization, with Turkey and
Russia emerging as the main actors, in the absence of US presence and
EU unity of purpose.
Recent developments in Libya, a vast land of desert, oil and complex
clan structures in Europe's ”near abroad”, indicate the emergence of a
proxy war with troubling similarities to the case of Syria.
It is similar to the Syrian and to some extent also protracted Yemeni
nightmares, with the addition that Libya's history and geographic location – hence geopolitical significance – link the country to the issues of
East Mediterranean strategic dynamics and migration flows respectively.
It therefore follows that the Libyan drama is of particular, immediate
and critical security concern for the EU as well as individual European
states, especially neighbouring France and Italy.
The clout of the UN on the Libyan theatre has been increasingly limited
for lack of concrete leverage and relevant international consensus, leaving
room for power projection by state actors outside the realm of multilateral
forums. The current constellation internationally in relation to the Libyan
conflict is difficult to diagnose, even if well-known factors (”geography,
ideology, oil and natural gas,” etc.) are taken into account.
• Still, the UN-recognized Tripoli regime (Government of National
Accord, GNA) remains the legitimate government. However, within
the conflictual world of Sunni Islam it, ideologically, is leaning towards the Muslim Brotherhood. It is, therefore, as liked by Turkey
and Qatar as it is disliked and distrusted by Egypt, Saudi Arabia and
the United Arab Emirates, and others, given the sharp divide within
Islamic Sunni with regard to attitudes to the Muslim Brotherhood,
labelled as “terrorists” by Salafist inclined governments..
• In comparison to GNA, the Tobruk “regime” and its main actor
general Haftar – who has double US-Libyan citizenship – is (seen as)
secular, as such attractive for many Western, and Eastern/Russian,
governments.
This helps explain why otherwise like-minded countries, e.g. France and
Italy, can end up having rather disparate assessments of politics and leadership in a turbulent neighbouring country like Libya. In Libya's case it
is obvious that the multilateral approach, leading the UN to recognize
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the Tripoli government as a result of peace negotiations in the context of
a number of years back, has been de facto largely overtaken by events,
convincing a number of otherwise disparate parties that stability and secularism are primarily needed, for the good of the country and the region
and for all sorts of acute needs(e.g., migration and other flows), and that
currently only general Haftar is deemed capable of achieving this.
The geopolitically significant supply of oil and gas are factors complicating power distribution and power competition, weakening legitimacy
and UN-sponsored multilateralism, creating a strangely fluid situation.
• General Haftar, having launched in April an offensive seeking to take
Tripoli and thus victoriously end the war, was receiving increasing
amounts of Russian military support in this endeavour, including
Wagner Group mercenaries and arms shipments, seemingly enough,
together with UAE-supplied drones and other deliveries, to tip the
military balance in Haftar/Tobruk's favour,
• Seeing this, and observing also negative trends in the drilling activities in the Eastern Mediterranean, Turkey accelerated its military
engagement in Libya on behalf of the Tripoli GNA regime, levelling
the balance by supplying first military hardware, including Turkishmade drones, then also mercenaries from the Syrian rebel scene,
creating a drone duel which made for a stalemate that halted the
Haftar offensive,
• Then also Turkey entered into an agreement with the GNA regime,
later cleared by both parliaments in Tripoli and Ankara, concerning
demarcation of maritime borders between the two countries, circumventing claims by other East-Mediterranean countries (see below), a
strategic move linked to enhanced military support which saved the
Tripoli regime from defeat and at the same time enhanced Turkey's
strategic position as a power projector in the Eastern Mediterranean
and in North Africa, and also made Turkey dependent on the GNA's
survival, come what may,
• Developments towards a genuine proxy war, with Turkey and Russia
increasingly dominant among external players (although with lingering uncertainty whether the two were seeking strategic cooperation,
similar to Syria), in early 2020 prompted Germany – not US or UN
but Germany – to convene a summit in Berlin with stakeholders in
the Libyan crisis, leading to an agreement on an arms embargo, and
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continued talks in Geneva, however largely disobeyed by the main
arms suppliers,
• And then, summer 2020, the most recent developments, where GNA
with Turkish support proved able to launch a counter-offensive,
threatening the town of Sirte and the Al Jufra base, both strategic,
causing Egypt to declare these red lines and threatening their active
defence, while Russia continued on the path of supporting Haftar,
now with deliveries of Mig 29s, compounding and broadening the
status of the Libyan crisis as a proxy war, as such of great concern
to the EU and European states, further complicating relations with
Turkey.
• And at the end of August, again a ceasefire agreement involving all
stakeholders but with equally questionable status and prospects as
any earlier attempt.
A big question now is whether the Russian and Turkish interventions into
the Libyan scene would make them military adversaries for the longer term.
Or whether they, in line with their experience from Syria, will soon find
their way to some kind of pragmatic partnership, strategically overcoming
their differences? The answer to this question is clearly linked and related
to larger issues of trilateral US-Russia-Turkey relations, with both the EU
and NATO as interested by-standers.
For Turkey and President Erdogan's aggressive foreign policy stance,
this question of Libya is linked to broader developments in the Eastern
Mediterranean, as manifested by the simultaneous, and similarly controversial, formal agreement with the GNA regime on a new maritime
border line at sea.46
Libya thus remains militarily divided between on the one side
• the Tripoli GNA regime, formally the UN-sponsored legitimate government but supported militarily only by Turkey (and Qatar)
• and, on the other hand, Haftar/LNA supported militarily and diplomatically by Russia, Egypt, UAE, Saudi Arabia and other Gulf states
except for Qatar, and France.
There is genuine uncertainty as what will be the coming reactions from
the US, the EU and individual EU countries (France and Italy) to the
Russian and Turkish moves. The fate of the recent ceasefire agreement
will tell – or indicate.
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Also, there is in Western capitals great concern for humanitarian and
refugee consequences of the emerging turmoil, and risks that IS-related
terrorism would find a way to again take advantage of the situation.
From Europe's standpoint it would be a nightmare to see Libya descend
into a full-fledged proxy war involving regional and global great powers,
bringing risks of spillover to the north (across the Mediterranean) and
horizontally in the MENA region. Equally nightmarish, especially from a
(European) NATO point of view would be a situation where, as a result of
Western disunity and confused inaction both Turkey and Russia, whether
in conflict or in unison, end up with significant and (quasi-) permanent
military presence, close to Europe, controlling basic European interests.
Helping to prevent that nightmare, or these nightmares, from coming
true, through proactive diplomatic and perhaps military action hence
would seem a European security interest of major importance. But again
– how? All the intricacies of the conflict make it exceedingly difficult for
the leading EU countries even to find a unified platform of action. Libya
carries the risk of becoming a, or the, nightmare of the European union.
The summer of 2020 saw new efforts towards political resolution sponsored by Germany as incumbent EU Presidency, Egypt and Morocco. This
has resulted in some humanitarian relief but uncertain affects in terms of
conflict resolution.

Eastern Mediterranean, an increasingly contested maritime area
Discoveries in the eastern Mediterranean basin in recent years of considerable hydrocarbon reservoirs have added a further dynamic to conflicts
in the region between littoral contenders.47 This factor increases the tension around
• a still blocked Cyprus issue
• tension spillover from Syria and other hot spots in the Middle East
• Russia's geopolitical expansionism along the Crimea-Syria axis
• Turkey's aggressive unilateralism and alienation from allied and
neighbours.
The current trend in this maritime theatre is for Turkey (and Turkish Cyprus,
TRNC) to seek to defy a heterogenous grouping of state actors. These
also jointly do not recognize TRNC:s Turkey-supported claims concerning a just solution to the Cyprus issue and TRNC maritime rights.48 Thus,
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with increasingly explicit support from EU(rope) and the US, cooperative
plans for gas exploration, gas exploitation and gas transportation via new
pipelines to European markets are being developed between
• Greece,
• the Republic of Cyprus,
• Israel
• and Egypt.
Western – US and European – tendencies to support these littoral states
are linked to the drilling activities, authorized by these states, conducted
by Western oil companies such as French Total, Italian INI and US Shell.
This is a cooperation justified essentially in terms of legitimate defence
against authoritarian Turkey's defiance and obstructionism and in defence
of the relevant provisions of the Law of the Sea. It disregards and rejects
Turkey's claims that there can be no legitimate hydrocarbon exploitation
activities on disputed waters unless agreed to by Turkey and the TRNC,
preferably under the terms of a final settlement to the Cyprus issue.
The increasingly tense Eastern Mediterranean theatre has recently seen
the formation of a broadened grouping, East Mediterranean Gas Forum
(EMGF), consisting of members such as Jordan, the Palestinian Authority
and Italy, with France and the US as associate members.49
Plans are underway, or at least under discussion, for this formation to
launch a 7 billion euro ”megaproject”, the ”EastMed Pipeline”, intended
to transport natural gas from Israel, Egypt, Cyprus and Greece to Italy
and onwards to the European markets.
The counter move from Turkey was the signing on November 27, 2019,
of two separate but complementary Memoranda of Understanding with
the GNA government in Tripoli
• one on military cooperation,
• the other on the delineation of the maritime boundaries in the Eastern
Mediterranean,
both built on a tradition of close Turkish/Ottoman-Libyan ties and on
hopes by Turkish companies to recover large assets lost as a result of the
Arab spring and the fall of Ghadafi.
The move cuts across the East-West interest line planned for EastMed. It
adds to Turkey's defiance policy in the form of militarily escorted drilling
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ship activities in contested waters, hitherto ignoring rejection and protest
by adversaries involved, including the EU.
Very little sign of interest remains, on any side, in international mediation/arbitration. Instead, there are signs of polarization and escalation,
including through military means.50
Turkey's ”precious loneliness” in these strategic developments, except
when cooperating with Russia, raises the question: What line of action
will Russia choose, given Russia's attempts to balance ties with Turkey
with productive relations with Cyprus, Israel, Egypt and others?
Russia also has to consider the competition factor in the energy security
sector, mainly between
• the upcoming EastMed and
• the launch of TurkStream51 via the Black Sea,
• and the recently launched TANAP project carrying Azeri oil,52
all three aiming for the European markets. Where Russia is finally going
to put its weight remains one the uncertainties in this theatre, also linked
to the uncertainties of Libya.
For Europe and the EU, the dynamics of the Eastern Mediterranean
represents a significant challenge, where prevention of major war as the
objective militates against different interests of individual European states,
complicating joint EU action. It is also clear that these developments are
closely linked to the EU's overall relations to Turkey.53
The link between Europe's Southern dimension and broader strategic
conditions in the east-west dimension is highlighted by the recent US
decision to hit both TurkStream and NordStream in the Baltic area with
sanctions.54 Both pipelines are seen to circumvent and thus weaken Ukraine.
At the time of finalizing this report there had been weeks of constant
increases of tension in this conflict arena, causing great concern in both
EU and NATO affecting regional stability and also institutional coherence
within both institutions, given the fact that the main contenders, Turkey,
Greece and Cyprus, were all NATO members and all linked – although
differently – to the EU. Most recently, a divided EU was able – for the
time being – to agree at Council summit level on a compromise, limiting
the issue of sanctions against Turkey to threats of such, should Turkey
not comply with European demands with regard to the maritime issues
involved. These developments exemplify the huge dilemma for the EU of
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“the Turkish variable” illustrating how difficult it is for EU member states
to balance cooperation and confrontation.

EU(ropean) responses

A geopolitical approach in the face of a perceived US disengagement, the issue of strategic autonomy and increased
problems of flow security
178.

The much-debated notion of ”strategic autonomy” is particularly
relevant in the Southern setting. The EU Global Strategy from 2016
uses the term ”autonomy” seven times, speaking of decision-making
autonomy and autonomy of action, and stating that
an appropriate level of ambition and strategic autonomy is important
for Europe’s ability to promote peace and security within and beyond
its borders.55

In his September 2017 Sorbonne speech, French President Emmanuel
Macron provided his take on the concept, referring to
Europe’s autonomous operating capabilities56

and thereby anchoring the idea more explicitly in defence and security matters.
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Global and regional trends and megatrends set the scene for what EU(rope)
can do. The complexity of flow security problems and ensuing conflicts
makes it obvious that no single country is able to grasp or deal with all
challenges on its own, although some of them now and then appear to
have such aspirations. In so doing they need to form coalitions both to
discuss solutions and in terms of actual responses.
As happened towards the end of the Cold War, or for that matter during the so-called Arab Spring, scientists and strategists debate whether
the paramount changes that we have been observing in the international
system are likely to be permanent or just temporary aberrations.
Surrendering to the complexities of reality – also compounded by a
significant number of unclear domestic political situations – is however
not an option.
A first set of issues relates to the problems of flow security. There are
many examples of how both positive and negative flows to and from
Europe result in European responses. Often responses are not easy to
configure but require a difficult analysis of pros and cons. More often
than not, the level of ambition may be to reduce European vulnerabilities
over the longer term. Damage limitation when it comes to some of the
most devastating threats such as climate change is another characteristic
objective. More optimistic scenarios are also of course a possibility for
instance as regards economic growth and industrialization of Africa and
the Middle East. But the overall image is one of a defensive posture aiming at satisfying the requirements of European constituencies. Emerging
European responses over the last decade in the areas of counterterrorism,
organised crime and migration can be described as reactive focusing on
concepts such as resilience57. The enormous volume of measures agreed
by the European Council in order to support in particular Southern EU
members as they try to recover from the Covid-19 crisis will make it impossible to afford luxuries in managing the situation in the South. It can
generally be projected that austerity will characterise security budgets when
it comes to managing flows. In this sense it may be a more appropriate
label to talk about geo-economic ambitions rather than geopolitical ones.
The burden of proof for each measure is likely – both in the European
and in the American political discourse – to be to what extent a particular
proposal is likely to bring economic and social return rather than power
in a more abstract sense.
It falls outside the scope of this study to discuss all the major decisions
taken on the EU and national levels in response to overall economic and
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social challenges facing Europe not least in the context of the Covid-19
crisis. Suffice it here to note that the overall decision about the EU financial perspective support to member states in the follow-up to the Corona
crisis drastically limits what the EU and member states will be able to do
about challenges and threats from the South.
A second set of issues relates to the transatlantic link. This discourse
has been deemed existential for Europe ever since the last years of the
First World War. If it would no longer be valid, wholly or in part, that
would indeed wholly change the conditions for security in and around
Europe to which Europe will – as illustrated by this report – have great
difficulties to respond.
This feature is going to become even more prominent if US presence
not only in Europe but also in the Middle East and Africa is reduced. It is
noteworthy that a further drawdown of US personnel and bases in Europe
(cf. the importance of the Ramstein base in Germany for drone operations
in the South – so far seemingly not affected) is likely to accelerate this trend.
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Currently, the nature of the US engagement is changing. In Europe it
is believed that firepower can be rapidly concentrated without extensive
forward presence. There still remain several steps to take enhancing military mobility to speed up reinforcement – but work in this direction is
underway. Moving the US Army Division headquarters to Poland actually
embeds the US military further forward in Europe. In the Middle East the
US sponsorship of the Israel-UAE arrangement (and whatever is to follow
next) is a sign of further engagement, as well as recent talk by officials of
an ‘Arab NATO’. In Africa, the responsibility for US actions is moving
from combat commands to the specially created Security Force Assistance
Brigade, with counter-terrorism increasingly under Special Operations
Command. So, the picture is mixed but the fact remains that many in
Europe perceive a net US disengagement to be underway.
The most obvious reflection of the concern about the future validity of
the transatlantic link may indeed be the notion of strategic autonomy which
currently is developing into a comprehensive concept with much more than
military connotations. The Covid-19 crisis seems to have strengthened
perceptions in Europe that supply lines and the safety of the population,
in general, must mainly be protected on the national level with some joint
action based on EU budgets. The newly-elected High representative of
the European Union, the former Spanish minister of foreign affairs, Josip
Borrell, argues for instance that some imports to Europe must be made
from closer to home, in particular from Africa, to shorten the supply lines.
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This is another interpretation of the concept of strategic autonomy than
the one which is usually referred to when discussing independence from
the United States when protecting specific European interests. It is a notion
relating not only to military security but perhaps more to flow security
in a broad sense: to protect nations in Europe from negative flows while
at the same time securing essential human, material, and virtual flows.
It is to be noted, however, that in military terms the concept of strategic
autonomy implies a duality between, on the one hand, pessimistic analyses
of the lasting relevance of the Transatlantic link, and, on the other hand
an ambition to strengthen cooperation through enhanced burden-sharing.
Against this background the new EU Commission in its early policy
declarations has taken a major step towards arguing that it is long overdue
for the EU to activate a considerably more forward-leaning and geopolitical security policy59 notably in the MENA60 region. This development
is mirrored also outside the EU as illustrated by the decision in 2020 to
integrate the UK development ministry DFID into the Foreign Office
(FCO). It is deemed untenable for Europe to continue to face spill-over
risks in abundance from these areas without acquiring sufficient leverage
to meet these challenges. Translating economic size into influence is seen
as increasingly essential for the EU, regionally as well as globally.
It should be noted that this is a tall order and is immediately met by
criticism for being unrealistic since many predict the European potential
role in the South to continue to be very limited. Furthermore, many express worry that too much focus on such geopolitical ambitions may divert
essential resources from the East-West dimension of security. Some argue
that Europe should altogether resist what they see as futile ambitions to
make a positive difference through military or other security operations
in the South.

EU(rope) as actor(s) in solidarity
But should we take for granted that the EU will respond to challenges in
the south as one actor? Can a set of complex institutions forming the EU
be seen as a unitary actor pursuing and implementing strategic objectives
in the South? This report takes a competing model as its main point of
departure – while still focusing on the EU. A few major regional powers
in Europe, in particular France in competition/cooperation with Italy and
Spain, are assumed to seek to mobilise member State resources through the
EU in order to pursue national goals in the South, sometimes in bilateral
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cooperation/competition, not least with the US, sometimes in informal
coalitions of the willing.
Introducing this assumption has an important link to the analysis of
implications in terms of solidarity. Over time, the issue to what extent EU
member states will need to show solidarity in order to receive solidarity
will become successively more an issue of security in the Southern dimension and will be increasingly linked to national goals of major regional
powers in Europe. It goes without a saying that when, before Brexit, the
posture of the UK in this context was of major importance for countries
in Northern Europe, in the new setting the importance of Germany is
rapidly increasing. As regards terrorism France is more important as is
cooperation with Italy on migration and organized crime.
It is furthermore assumed that in the discussion of the appropriate
mix of European policy tools, whether reactive or proactive, the perception of the need for deterrence will successively become more important
in the Southern dimension. Framing the discourse in terms of deterrence
and reassurance (or confidence building)61 is not a perspective normally
applied when analysing Southern challenges.
As will follow from the continued analysis in this report the Southern
dimension will take on an increased importance from a global geopolitical and geo-economic perspective, as a battleground for cooperation
and conflict between major global and regional actors seeking to develop
spheres of influence through functional toolboxes with a mix of diplomatic,
military, non-military security, aid and other means.
To a certain extent this is an ominous perspective since it introduces
a second major security challenge for all European states. One overall
question in this context is whether EU member States will need to distance themselves from Europe and the EU in order to protect their own
interests or whether they can associate fully with the declared EU(ropean)
goals and become mainstream EU security policy contributors across the
board. The challenges of the Southern dimension provide many possible
examples of such a dilemma.
The toolboxes under discussion in the European context are likely to be
increasingly controversial, addressing more and more hard security issues
and securitizing policy areas which traditionally have not been framed as
security policy discourses. This is not going to be a small challenge given
the fact that so much more is required already to tackle security in the
East-West dimension, as outlined in the Academy’s 2018 KV 21 report.62
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Towards a Comprehensive approach 2.0
How can, for the promotion and protection of European security interests,
• effective jointness of external action (EU Global Strategy with its
follow up more operational documents)
• as well as functioning internal action (EU Internal Security Strategy)
be configured to meet existing and upcoming security challenges. What –
more concretely – is required?

Solutions may exacerbate problems
The answers to these questions are not straightforward. Importantly,
they also illustrate that the way responses
are configured may exacerbate
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problems further. Arguably, the threat of terrorism, illegal migration and
general instability may increase over the longer term if security interventions are not well thought through beyond the end of a military phase,
such as in Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya. The report deems it necessary to
explicitly recognise this dilemma and the ensuing need for what often
will be a painful balancing act between challenges and different responses. This part of the report seeks to take into account some of the more
obvious lessons learned from the last decades during which an ever more
comprehensive and integrated approach has been proposed and discussed
from different perspectives.
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So far, the discourse about the Southern dimension has in important
respects had somewhat different characteristics than the main defence-related discourse in European context. Defence-related decisions typically
are pondered and debated over a long period of time and within well-established policy processes, inside and outside NATO. More often than
not, they constitute part of a slow capacity-building process including
exercises and military operations partly aimed at developing capacity
through actual combat experience.
The Southern dimension, in particular – although the annexation
of Crimea has catalysed more rapid processes of policy changes in the
East-West dimension – has imposed sometimes dramatic requirements
of adjustments in European policy already in the short-term. In several
respects, notably terrorism and migration, these remain closely related to
domestic policy requirements. New formats for strategic considerations
have in recent years had to be developed. Many actors in Europe have
gone through a steep learning curve in these contexts.
The fact that dealing with the Southern dimension requires that the
steep learning curve seems to have repeated itself ever since the Vietnam
and Middle Eastern wars in the 1960s and 70s or the oil crisis in the
1970s. Quick reactions have been required. The 9/11 terrorist attacks
were a dramatic shock for many and provoked a perceived need for crisis response planning also at the European level in a new way. It at the
same time underpinned the need for long-term capacity building in other
dimensions than the military and a much more comprehensive approach
to security challenges.

The comprehensive approach
The history of the development of strategic analysis of relevance to the
so-called comprehensive approach cannot be written here.
Let it suffice to note that in the East-West dimension the notion of a
comprehensive concept of security took hold early on at the end of the
Cold War in the documents negotiated on various levels, not least in the
OSCE.63 This comprehensive concept of security focused on necessary
conditions for security which included human rights, democracy and the
rule of law. Security could not be seen as only a matter of deterrence but
also as one of cooperation. Different terms, such as reassurance, as well
as calming tensions through co-operative behaviour, including through
predictability and transparency, illustrated this notion.
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When applied to the South, it was therefore only to be expected that efforts would be made to help to promote democracy, human rights and the
rule of law through a wide range of policies. In the US it was particularly
during the Clinton and Bush Jr administrations deemed almost impossible
to do so without regime change (Yugoslavia-Afghanistan-Iraq). And it is
perhaps there one needs to start when discussing a comprehensive concept
of security or a comprehensive approach 2.0.
The notion that everything would become better if regime change took
place in the countries with the most violent dictators has turned out to be
an uncertain proposition. When the European Security Strategy was negotiated in 2003, the problem of an implosion of societies was discussed in
depth. Still, it was, however, not at all clear what could be the implications
of US attempts to promote regime change in key countries such as Iraq
and Afghanistan. It was also not widely discussed what countermeasures
could be expected from countries opposing regime change and how this
would affect international and indeed human security on different levels.
It is now clearer, some 15 years after the Iraqi invasion, that the consequences of a faulty and incomplete analysis have been enormous and very
difficult to mitigate even over the long term. This has made it even more
challenging to look at the situation in one single context and to propose
measures that would improve the situation overall.
From the start in the late 1990's the notion of a comprehensive or
integrated approach was, to a certain extent, a military concept
used both in the EU and NATO. The idea was to see what civilian
programs could achieve to make a military presence in the field
more acceptable to the local population (winning hearts and minds).
In parallel the concept, as illustrated by the Brahimi report64, has
played a major role in the emergence of a more comprehensive
peacekeeping doctrine.
In the EU the concept was soon broadened to include a time perspective focusing on the need to define an end state – way beyond
the end of a military operation.
But then the approaches proliferated as the world experienced 9/11,
and efforts were made to create a strategy to counter terrorism.
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Then again, additional efforts were made to broaden the horizon
following several crises of different dimensions such as the tsunami
in 2004, floods in Europe and other environmental disasters and
of course Fukushima in 2011.
And then further on dramatic attempts were made to understand
and to try to react to the Arab Spring uprisings in the Middle East
and North Africa leading on to the migration crisis from 2015.
This, in turn, led to a considerable effort to develop and enhance
an internal security strategy in the EU and on the level of individual
member states of the European Union.
And in parallel, of course, there has been an effort over several decades to create global development goals in the context of Agenda
2030 also with a focus on the rule of law and peace, seeking to
develop a policy coherence for development.

Did EU(rope) overreact – or react in a counterproductive way?
It can be argued that not taking a decision sometimes is better, giving more
time for reflection. Many governments indeed take their time before deciding
on crucial matters and parliaments conduct extensive deliberations. This
process is, of course, further extended when involving the European level.
In crisis, however, there is a natural push promoted by the media for
strong decisions implemented early.
But governments and international institutions are often damned if they
do and damned if they don’t.
In reality, too hasty decisions may lead to unsustainable or even counter-productive results, as noted in a number of cases in the South only to
mention Vietnam, Iraq, Afghanistan and Libya.
The question whether Europe overreacted or reacted in the wrong way
• in 2015 against the migration crisis,
• or after 9/11 including against dictators such as Saddam Hussein or
Ghadaffi
is very relevant in the minds of voters and constituencies in large parts of
the Western world.
And, unfortunately, it is also an issue where there is real reason for
analysis of the utility of short-term military interventions in the South.
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The one area where it seems undoubtedly true that an overreaction has
not taken place is to climate change. One thing is sure: Europe needs to
focus on responding to megatrends which are fundamental for humanity
to survive into the next century. This means endorsing two principal policy
objectives where work is underway in the European Union, namely on the
environment and the digital economy.
A further complicating factor is the following: The way responses are
developed can also exacerbate threats against Europe. There is a need for
a wide range of complementary policies. But they will require a careful
balancing act on the part of the responsible governments and international institutions to avoid adverse side effects of considerable proportions.

Finding the right organising concept
Clearly it is not a viable proposition that development and humanitarian
policies will suffice to address the threats and challenges outlined above.
It is also widely seen as doubtful whether the agenda for sustainable
development on the global level is sufficiently elaborated as regards the
security policy responses needed for the future.
In response to challenges and crises, there is a natural tendency therefore
for governments and international institutions to regroup, reorganise and
re-conceptualise what in addition needs to be done.
To a considerable extent, difficulties on the national level relating to
these threats and challenges have affected the domestic political stability in many European states. This has been particularly obvious after the
migration crisis in 2015.
But in terms of overall coordination, significant progress has, nonetheless, been made although much remains to be done.65 Step by step, more
comprehensive approaches have been adopted as illustrated by how work
has been proceeding in the EU.
In addition, geography as an organizing concept on the national level
has not been deemed sufficient to deal with challenges in all dimensions.
The External Action Service of the European Union (EEAS) puts its main
emphasis on geographic divisions with a large network of delegations
with primarily delimited geographic mandates. Many member States
organize the foreign service in the same way. The EEAS struggled during
its early years to be able to look across national borders when setting up
EU delegations and divisions at headquarters with geographic mandates.
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In later years the EEAS has deemed in necessary to develop regional
strategies of a comprehensive nature, as in the cases of the Sahel and the
Horn of Africa.
Tracking flows is however also to a large extent a thematic endeavour
which requires close coordination between national ministries and EU
Commissioners with thematic mandates, be it trade, cyber or energy. The
EU Commission is also overall organised according to thematic portfolios
closely networking with Member States and the private sector which gives
a great potential to track flows in the external dimension – provided that
there is seamless coordination with the EEAS. The trend towards better
cooperation between the European Commission and the EEAS but also
with NATO on some of these essential flows is, therefore, very important.
So far, ten years of implementation of the Lisbon Treaty in terms of unity
of command in external action is not impressive. In this framework, the
clash between intergovernmentalism and the need for continuous implementation of long-term strategies is very visible.
The hesitation on the part of member States over many years to allow a strong involvement of the Commission in security-related issues is,
however, being overcome. A paradoxical fact in this context that many of
the efforts made in the EU Commission in the context of internal security
after the start of the new Millennium were piloted by Brits, a number of
key British officials – helping to provoke Brexit.
Much work remains to be done attending to flow security. A major
problem when tracking flows has been how to protect the effectiveness
of different types of assistance, a problem exacerbated by the Covid-19
crisis making monitoring and evaluation more and more an exercise at
a distance. The EU and Member states need to make sure that whatever assistance is transferred to partner countries in the South reaches
the intended recipients with the intended effects. Competing conceptual
frameworks need to be harmonised so that for instance, seeking policy
coherence in development does not undercut efforts to promote security
and vice versa. Likewise, the trust funds to deal with migration challenges established after 2015 need to be harmonised both with development,
humanitarian and security policy goals. This is a tall order and contains
much of the long-term challenges facing Eu(rope).
A problematic vector of coordination is the multilateral framework
beyond the EU, which has successively been weakened during the last decades. Dedicated and extensive cooperation in the G8 on non-proliferation
and terrorism, which included Russia and the European Commission, has
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for instance been discontinued. The respect for and role of the IAEA and
other international technical bodies is undercut. A case in point is the
way the Iran deal has lost support, thereby also, to a large extent, the role
of the IAEA and the European Union as an essential facilitator of the deal.
The Southern dimension is an excellent example of how the often seamless process from normalcy to crisis can lead to uncoordinated reactions
and a lack of crisis preparedness and indeed to a not very well thought
through overall coordinating format.
Ample room for lessons learned is currently being created as the Covid-19
crisis evolves.
Whenever a political or institutional leader is entrusted with the mandate
to deal with a specific area or thematic topic, it is only natural that he or
she will seek full implementation responsibility for this task and also full
credit for the results. In crisis, however, he or she will typically need access
to crisis response expertise and will need to coordinate with higher-level
authorities up to the level of heads of state and government. After 9/11,
there are many examples in the south but also globally where this has not
worked satisfactorily. Several efforts to set up crisis response platforms
have over time received less support. Many of the problems related to
civil defence and civil protection are related to this on the European level.
This has shown to be particularly crucial whenever one single sector crisis has proliferated to become a multisector crisis. Europe was at the end
of 2019 fortunate not to have experienced more than a few such crises
in the last decades (the financial and migration crises). In contrast, other
regions and nations such as Japan (Fukushima) and Turkey have been less
fortunate. It will be interesting to see whether the predominance of the
Commission in the new Brussels setup will lead to a clearer organizing
concept in this respect.
But there is no doubt that the Covid-19 crisis is such a multisector crisis
with as yet unforeseen consequences. The way the international community
has responded to this crisis has varied greatly from swift top level decisions
on lockdowns, (including in more than 30 African countries) to a routine
delegation of authority to health experts in the initial phase of the crisis.
Yet another vector of importance is the balance between capacity-building efforts and crisis management interventions. Military and civilian crisis
management operations in the south give valuable experience. But this
cannot hide the fact that they also consume scarce resources and require
the development of capabilities which may not be of primary importance,
notably in the East-West dimension.
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In a situation when many European countries are focusing on rebuilding territorial defence and building capacity for the protection of critical
infrastructure and viable political systems,
using scarce resources for intervention and crisis management in the
South becomes more controversial.
The burden of proof is higher than during the period when the of rapid growth of peacekeeping and peace support operations was observed,
immediately after the end of the Cold War.
Now more than ever the hope is that someone else than Europe will
take care of the problem. This is increasingly a more tenuous assumption,
given the current ambivalent posture of the United States and the more
aggressive involvement of Russia and to a certain extent China.
Civilian vs military responses: There is, finally, as we will revert to
below, increasing fatigue in European capitals and concern about deploying military assets to the south, and particularly to do so alone. It has
also become increasingly difficult to convince European Union Member
states to take unanimous decisions to deploy militarily in the south. The
EU Battle Group66 concept never having been deployed is a prime example of this. The reticence of the United States to do so in the NATO
framework has equally also increased. And the US is in the process of
redeploying national assets away from the African and Middle Eastern
theatres (Cases in point: presence in Syria, drone base in Niger). All in
all, this has encouraged and promoted – both for capacity building and
crisis management purposes – the development of informal cooperating
frameworks by France, Germany and the United Kingdom, which will
be further discussed during the SES project.
The longer-term security analysis of the Southern dimension has, arguably, to a large extent to do with the interface between domestic and
external challenges to security and stability, not only in strictly military
terms but also in terms of societal coherence and stability in a Europe
facing perceived challenges from the South.
In later years it has often been observed that domestic political imperatives
have forced European leaders to focus on the Southern dimension in new
and dramatic ways. It is a challenging question what this has meant – and
for the longer-term future what this will mean – for the attention to (and
unity on) security and defence requirements in the East-West dimension.
Analysing seemingly rational policy choices derived from a study of foreign and security policy objectives will most likely not suffice to determine
future external action on different levels. Increasingly decision-makers
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can be expected in many situations to feel forced to support action – or
non-action – for domestic reasons.
--Political leaders and parliaments need balanced assessments incorporating
all these considerations to consider advice from experts seriously. The
extent to which European political systems are being destabilised due to
the way the relationship with the South is being depicted may be more
relevant to security policy than often realised.

Challenges for European decision-makers
Two challenges for European decision-makers arguably arise in terms of
time perspectives:
• First, they need to deal with the problems already in the current
situation. This already before having been able to build additional
military and other capabilities to protect against threats from the
South or to develop opportunities to help to improve the situation
there,
• Secondly, they also need to deal with problems from the perspective
of what can be done in the middle to long term perspective, given
current trends and megatrends affecting Europe and its Southern
neighbours. This analysis should not be based on wishful thinking
but instead on a review of what might be seen as probable or possible
developments in the south.

Support but not corrupt
It is an obvious objective of all types of assistance that support should not
corrupt. The problem starts however already with development policies
which start from the premise – including when addressing the paramount
challenges of climate change – that governments are working in the interests of their peoples.
Instead, it is now incumbent upon serious security analysis to factor
in that many governments of the world – including their leaders – work
to acquire power and to stay in control and to benefit those who have
helped them to get in power.
The notion that that the situation in the South can be mitigated through
cooperation with governments in order to address long-term megatrends
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based on the trust that whatever resources are transferred to the South
will be used for the benefit of the general population is tenuous.
Also, a small elite can be expected to exploit the benefits of globalisation. A sizeable middle class is emerging also in the south perceiving itself
to be left outside these benefits.
How to relate to undemocratic and corrupt societies in the South is
therefore yet another challenge which needs to be addressed primarily in
the context of Agenda 2030 and most likely when it comes to anti-corruption measures in close concert with the private sector. In this context the
European Commission has strong assets with its differentiated network
with private actors inside and outside Europe.

Cooperation – or not?
Can one cooperate with countries against which sanctions will be in place
– seeking to isolate areas of cooperation – as during the Iran negotiations?
• As noted, focusing on values and commitments under international
law can lead to a posture promoting regime change. This happened
in Iraq and Libya, and it could happen in North Korea, Syria and
Iran. The problem is not only implementation – approved by the
Security Council or not – but also what happens next: implosion or
new dictatorships?
• The notion of combining deterrence with reassurance is more challenging to apply in the South if reassurance means cooperation with a
potential enemy, as illustrated by American potential military action
against Iran.
• And alliance relationships are much more complex seen from the
Southern perspective as illustrated by NATO and Turkey or Turkey
as a candidate for EU membership.
• Sanctions only work under very specific conditions.
• Co-operative policies – for instance, through arms control – are also
dependent on exceptional conditions, as illustrated by the Iran deal.
These conditions will be very difficult to re-establish for a future
American and European leadership.
Some of these problems result from a simplistic analysis of the need for
democracy and the rule of law in the south. Again, and in particular, the
United States in the early years of the millennium focused on regime change
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in the South based on the argument that democracy needed to be promoted
if necessary, through regime change, particularly in so-called rogue states.
What then happened was – beyond the rise of Al-Qaeda and ISIS – perhaps not unsurprising in hindsight but very unexpected in the beginning,
namely a wave of uprisings in the Arab world which initially was given the
name of the Arab spring. Suddenly it became possible to depose dictators
in many countries such as Qadhafi in Libya. But the expectation that all
dictators would disappear soon turned out to be frustrated. And the likes
of Assad in Syria and the North Korean leader turned out to be extremely
difficult to deal with for the United States and its allies.

Securitize – but not too much
A conceptual note:
Conceptually, the notion of radicalisation is well known and widely
used, particularly concerning terrorism. Frustration is in the scientific
literature conceptually mainly linked to aggression but now also
increasingly discussed in the context of migration. It can, in the
context of societal changes, be seen as the opposite of projecting
or instilling hope for the future in particular for young educated
people. In addition, polarization takes place on all levels from the
level of families to entire societies. All three concepts seem relevant
for the current study.
It is increasingly likely to be a fallacy to believe that Europe can be shielded
from cyber and financial crime pursued by frustrated and educated young
people in developing megacities in the South.
This issue is closely related to the sharpening discourse on the securitization of migration, humanitarian and development policies with the
engagement of police, border control and military assets in an attempt to
shield Europe from whatever happens in Africa and the Middle East and
to protect European interests. In this analysis, there is a need to look beyond the seemingly obvious responses to migration challenges, organised
crime and terrorism.
At the same time, it is essential to consider if and how recipes to focus
more on development and protection of migrants could be politically feasible options for European decision-makers.
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The longer-term security analysis will thus need to be also performed
from different European perspectives. Policies of various European actors
are not the same, and perceptions also differ due to historical and other
factors.
The impact of the challenges from the South can further exacerbate
• not only instability inside political systems leading to the rise of
populism and to difficulties to form stable governments on the one
hand,
• but also conflicts between states and political groupings across national boundaries, as already developing not only between countries
such as Greece and Turkey but also between France and Italy.
Clearly, in this sense, it will make a difference who leads different parts
of the European institutions over more extended periods.
It may also make a significant difference whether the United Kingdom
is, in some way, integrated into this the European leadership post Brexit
through innovative political and legal solutions or not.
The creation of an EU radicalisation awareness network (RAN)67 has
– with mixed results – since many years sought to address concerns that
European action may lead to the radicalisation of people towards terrorism.
The criminalisation of migrant trafficking may, as a counter-productive
result, lead to other forms of organised crime. A case in point is interdiction of migrant smuggling through Africa, leading to more drugs being
smuggled et cetera. Inversely, countering piracy at the Horn of Africa is
reported to have led to increased investment into human trafficking on land.
Europe will need to take into account that the level of sophistication
when it comes to organised crime and possibly terrorism will rise dramatically in African and Middle Eastern megacities. From China and other
countries, there will be an effort to sell advanced technology to Africa,
including artificial intelligence, to control the population in less democratic
countries. Islands of educated but frustrated young people will be able to
develop capabilities to use social media and other ways to make profits
sometimes through financial crime, extortion et cetera. Whatever cannot
be done through human trafficking of different sources or the profiting on
the plight of migrants for piracy and kidnappings perhaps can be achieved
in other ways.
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Countering illegal migration may thus – if not carefully thought through
– produce recruitment into organised crime, for instance, cybercrime and
financial crime, working out of megacities in the South.
All in all: a painful balancing act in many dimensions

EU(ropean) defence in the Southern dimension
In the context of the CSDP, the Common European Security and
Defence Policy, the question of geographic delimitation has been
discussed in military terms for several decades.
Logistic and other parameters have been defined in relation to the
Southern rather than the East-West dimension. Still, for political
reasons, engagements have been made in situations as far away as
Aceh in Indonesia, Afghanistan and piracy at the Horn of Africa.
In planning terms, CSDP has operated with parameters guiding
the definition of logistic and other requirements, mainly pointing
to regions to the South, South-East and South-West of Europe, including the Western Balkans within Europe.68
A comprehensive approach to challenges from the south requires a defence
component. The function of such a component can be seen to be different
depending on the context and purpose.
• A peacekeeping or peace support operation may help to manage
flows including combating terrorism and making it possible to protect people and avoid refugees. This is obviously in the European
interest.
• A military intervention into particular conflict may also be undertaken
by European actors in support of their national interests. To a certain extent these European actors – including those with the colonial
past – may seek to multi-lateralize such operations, acting more as
parties to a conflict than as peacekeepers. We can expect that further
strong requests for participation in such operations may be made
in the name of European solidarity referring to commitments in the
EU treaties. France is and has been particularly active on this front
in several arenas ranging from DRC to the Eastern Mediterranean.
• A third variant are conflicts where NATO members are engaged.
notably the United States or Turkey, and where European countries
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would be pressed for participating in informal coalitions. Motives
for participating in such coalitions would typically be related to the
burden sharing argument, linking US and NATO support to European
security interests.
The question is in a more long-term perspective whether capacity building
on the military side will get sufficient priority. This has already happened,
but in partnership with the United States. France and the US work hand in
glove in Africa, and the EU capacity building effort is essentially to build a
European equivalent to the Security Force Assistance Brigade that the US
has already created. Trans-Atlantic cooperation is rather clearly focused
along two lines: counter-terrorism and more efficient capacity building to
avoid expensive open-ended commitments like Afghanistan.
It is in the defence context we see, most probably, one of the most
significant consequences of the Covid-19 crisis. For some time, it may
simply be impossible to achieve constituency support to finance major
further investments into defence in Europe. A clearer understanding of
the potential for major investments into defence in European countries
probably would have to await the US elections in 2020.
For the medium-term future it is therefore rather likely that the issue
of strategic autonomy will significantly include investments into civilian
supplies. In combination there will be efforts on the European level to
promote trade and industrial development in Africa in order to shorten
the supply lines to Europe.
--Before proceeding it is important to keep in mind why the risk of war
spilling over to Europe is important to the SES overall project objectives.
Ultimately the issue is, in this context, which scenarios to be used as a
basis for security and defence planning facing the risk of war in Northern
Europe.
In order to define such scenarios, important framework assumptions
need to be made. In the earlier Academy report KV-21 the main set of
scenarios related to war in the East-West context, engaging assets in the
Northern region.
Thinking one step further in the SES project with its European outlook
it is of vital importance for Northern European States which forecasts are
made about the availability of these capabilities in a wartime situation.
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Typically, such assumptions relate to how quickly added resources will
arrive from the West, notably from the United States.
Already on a general level an analysis of the Southern dimension reminds
about the possibility that major resources, both on the part of Russia and
the West, may already be engaged in the South before a conflict arrives on
Northern shores or will need to be deployed there imminently.
All of this may take place in a situation where
• political tensions inside key actors, in the West and/or East, may be
even much higher than now.
• The economic and social situation may be much worse.
• A number of countries in the Middle East such as Iran and possibly
Africa may over the longer term have come even much closer to a
level of military capabilities including long range missiles which –
possibly including weapons of mass destruction – may threaten not
only Europe but also Russia.
• Terrorism may have become an even more potent threat than now.
• At the same time tensions in Asia may have risen to a level where
the US will have had to redeploy further towards Asia than now.
• The population of the Russian Federation is likely to have been further reduced. And already now China and India have larger military
budgets than Russia.
In such a situation it seems to matter greatly which is the position and
role of key actors situated in the interface between Europe, Russia and
the Middle East.
Against this background particular attention should, as seen not
least in the section on the Turkish variable, be given to this country which already now is equipped with the largest active army
in NATO after the United States. It is also a country engaged in
military conflict in its neighbourhood, both directly and proxies
in Syria and through Syrian fighters recruited to deploy to Libya.
Its state of readiness is high not least because of the coup attempt
against the President a few years back.
For Russia, the status and role of Turkey should be perceived as a
significant element of uncertainty in addition to questions relating
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to Ukraine and Georgia and possibly more forward deployment
of NATO in countries such as Poland. Russia also has to manage
its relationship to Iran, sometimes an ally, sometimes an indirect
adversary in situations which can involve Israel as a major military
actor and a de facto nuclear weapon state in the Middle East.
Characteristic of a number of these states is that they have developed a
capability to manage quite a number of ongoing conflicts at the same time
and to do it in a continuous state of high readiness. They are far more
ready for war than most if not all states on the European continent.
At the same time, they have learned to prioritize among different types
of threats, internal as well as external, civilian as well as military.
Projecting external threats plays a major role in many of these states
for their internal stability and for most of them it is easy to determine the
most important perceived direction of threat. Israel, Turkey and Saudi
Arabia all perceive threats mainly from other states inside the MENA
region. As regards Iran and Syria, the picture is mixed with the US as a
key perceived enemy.
No state in the region currently sees a major threat coming out of
Europe, possibly with the exception of the conflict between Greece and
Turkey, both members of NATO.
A key interest should be to help to avoid such threat perceptions to
develop.
Similarly, Russia has a wide spectrum of security concerns far beyond
the Northern part of Europe. Russia is still the geographically most extended nation on earth even after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. It
has a population density of some 8 people per square kilometre. In China
the density is around 150 and most regional powers in the South have a
population density at least five times as high as Russia (such as in the case
of Iran) or more than ten times as high as in the case of Turkey.
The question arises from the perspective of Russia how it – as is the
case for countries such as Turkey, Iran and Israel and of course the United
States – can factor in the possibility of simultaneously waging an escalated
war against several adversaries currently in a high state of readiness and
not necessarily in alliance with each other.
And which countries in the South will in such a situation support
European interests? As long as the Transatlantic link is strong, and NATO
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is united, the answer is clearly much more reassuring from a European
perspective than if both the United States and Turkey would distance
themselves from Europe.
Consequently, a key question for the SES project in such a situation
would obviously be the level of engagement of Europe and of major
European actors. Would Europe and the EU be perceived as a party to
conflicts in the South or as in the case of the Iran deal as a part of global
efforts under the auspices of the UN to defuse conflicts? Would European
actors be aligned with the US or would not only Turkey but perhaps also
France and other European regional actors go it alone as UK and France
did during the Suez crisis of 1956?
Would NATO as an alliance – which existed also during the time of the
Suez – be seen as a forum for coordination of allied positions out of area in
a way which happened only after the Suez crisis was resolved? NATO has
an official role in the Coalition against ISIS and had such for the military
assistance mission in Iraq (withdrawn 2011). The 2011 Libya intervention
was under the NATO umbrella but European-led. US pressure for more
NATO engagement in the Middle East has been underway for some time,
most recently as expressed by President Trump in early 2020.
US pressure for European burden sharing may further increase over
the coming years as the US further redeploys towards Asia and perhaps
becomes less engaged in regional conflicts in the MENA region. Burden
sharing is in this sense not reduced to an issue of money as illustrated by
the 2% defence spending commitment in NATO. It is an issue of European
willingness to take part in informal or formal coalitions of the willing.
For France engaging its forces abroad has so far not been seen as a major
domestic political problem. Already during the Cold War France proudly
exhibited its capabilities to engage in the South. However, in countries
such as Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden engagement in regional
conflicts on the side of the US has led to acrimonious debates sometimes
leading to more engagement, sometimes to withdrawal or non-decision.
Germany has, however, advanced its position in recent years towards more
engagement. The future posture of the UK in this context will of course
be of major importance. The UK will be under severe economic pressure
for some time to come due to Brexit in combination with the effects of
Covid-19. Its military has for a number of years perceived itself as overextended in international operations with major challenges ahead also in
terms of nuclear modernization.
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Overall the likelihood that EU(rope) would be perceived more and
more as actor(s) rather than mediators in the South is increasing. A number of European powers are likely to be pursuing interests which are not
necessarily identical with those of the NATO alliance as a whole. The
Warsaw Pact no longer exists and threats from Russia are not perceived in
the same way in Portugal or even Belgium as they are in the Baltic States
and Poland. And the posture of Turkey is very different than in the past.
Given the emergence in the last decades of states in the MENA region
with advanced military capabilities able to threaten Europe, possibly even
with weapons of mass destruction, this danger increases further.
All in all, despite scarce resources for defence, threats against Europe
which may not be – in the end – effectively contained by the US, can increase substantially over time. This may happen in a worsening general
political, economic and social context. And it may involve major regional
actors in the South with a high level of readiness in a way which is very
difficult to predict both for Russia and the West.

EU(rope) as a framework- forum- partner – counterpart -actor
Framework
Innovative approaches are necessary in the face of Trump, Russia/
China and Brexit.
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After the Cold War, American predominance in world politics was unquestioned, and the American power to impose a price for US security
protection on Europe became more and more real. At the same time, it
became less and less evident that American priorities were the same as
the European ones.
Regional powers in Europe, in particular France but also a more cautious
Germany, started to investigate to what extent their influence could be
enhanced by more European integration also extended into the Southern
neighbourhood:
• For Germany, the essential gains were made in the unification of
Germany and the enlargement of the European Union and NATO
into central and eastern Europe,
• For France, it was more important to look south towards old French
colonies and spheres of interest, and to reduce vulnerabilities in terms
of illegal migration and terrorism.
• Also, the United Kingdom had important interests to defend in the
south, if necessary by military means (e.g., Suez),
• The interest in European integration on the part of other European
states had an essential domestic policy component. On balance many
voters became convinced, most recently in the Brexit process, that
the European Union would bring prosperity,
• It was not a linear process, but over the long term, it convinced several countries inside and outside of the EU of the importance of EU
enlargement and good relations with the EU.
• From a market perspective, it also became evident that more integration, without or with the euro, would lead to substantial economic
benefits making the markets bigger and more accessible even for
small and medium-sized industries. For this purpose, cooperation
towards the south also was focused on more integration in terms of
trade capacity building, etc.
Significant developments are now taking place, affecting the distances
between different actors in the international system:
• The UK has left the EU,
• This has somewhat strengthened the support for a strong European
Union among the remaining members,
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• Still, there is a need for the EU to manage the membership of several
countries with strong populist parties,
• The United States is widely perceived to be distancing itself from
Europe (requiring more genuine European burden sharing) and
seems ready to negotiate in a more flexible and transactional way
with Russia, while maintaining extensive sanctions.
• Turkey is coming closer to Russia and is becoming a very independent
member of NATO, and an increasingly hesitant candidate to become
a member of the European Union.
Little evidence supports the notion that countries benefit from going
alone addressing the threats and challenges from the South. All European
countries are dependent on the well-being of Middle Eastern and African
societies at large, already when one looks at securing vital flows to and
from Europe, as discussed above.
In terms of institutional responses, the scope of this set of problems
therefore has to be addressed mainly in the EU context.
It would seem that the burden falls increasingly on Europe as a cooperative framework also for a security policy to take responsibility for developing capabilities to respond to a wide range of threats and challenges
from the South.
This role will most likely increase also when it comes to seeking to
prevent, manage and resolve conflicts in the Southern regions. Very great
care will need to be taken to develop a European posture conducive to
such conflict and crisis management.
• In some situations, Europe would have to act as a party to disputes taking a resolute side against those who wish to undermine
international stability,
• In others, it may be able to play a role as a mediator not being
associated with one of the sides in the conflict in question,
• In yet others, Europe will have to seek control over non-state actors in Europe which intervene in or exacerbate conflict in Africa
and the Middle East,
• Europe will also need to work on the community level through
more long-term programmes which do not require constant new
approval by unanimity among European states.
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In so doing, the EU will need to develop the capacity to think both fast
and slow. Crises in and around Iran-Iraq, Syria, Libya and the Eastern
Mediterranean with new threats of horizontal nuclear proliferation69 require immediate reactions on the part of European leaders.
European countries will also need to minimise negative aspects of cooperation with the South. Dealing with organised crime and terrorism in
Europe will continue to require very substantial investments into advanced
systems of surveillance and control of people which are difficult to harmonise
with policies regarding data protection and personal integrity in Europe.
The entire Southern dimension of European security would seem to be
extremely important also from an East-West perspective. Current developments in the South
• undermine our capabilities to deal with the threats and challenges
facing us from the East in many ways, including by undermining
vital Western cooperative projects, notably the EU and NATO,
• and undermine a future potential willingness of the Russian Federation
to develop peaceful and constructive cooperation with the West.
The framework for European cooperation in the Southern dimension is
far from obvious and will require many complementary approaches to
function properly in order to take into account European interests.
• The fact that the United Kingdom has left the EU will in the short to
medium-term require substantial efforts to create a new framework
for cooperation and coordination both as regards crisis management
and longer-term capacity building (see below),
• The uncertain bilateral engagement with the US Trump administration will furthermore make active EU multilateral cooperation with
NATO even more important to promote the implementation of shared
capacity-building and other objectives,
• The uncoordinated interventions in the South not only by the United
States but in recent years also by Turkey furthermore exacerbate the
challenges for coordination,
• Increasing tendencies towards more and more nationalistic policies
on the level of individual European states also complicate coordination in the Southern dimension,
• The new EU Commission has announced a strong intention to promote community-based security policies in the EU, supported through
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significant funding over more extended periods. The possibilities
to implement this will require firm backing from member States.
Another necessary condition is support from finance ministers as the
EU budget becomes more controversial after the exit of the United
Kingdom.
Uncertainties surrounding both the NATO and the EU coordinating
formats have led both Germany, France and the United Kingdom
to propose informal cooperative frameworks not least in the area
of defence.
All of this has significant relevance for European capabilities to act
in the South. There is a need for more autonomy, not least given the
prospect of possibly four more years with President Trump. Several
regional powers in Europe perceive an obligation to protect their
interests and their spheres of influence in Africa and the Middle
East, in several cases based on their colonial past.

Forum
Specifically, at the European level, the deliberations on policy requirements
have increasingly been taking place at the level of the European Council.
The Council has the comparative advantage of being a forum and at the
same time an actor with a high level of continuity and frequency of meetings.
It is a format for cooperation which has developed the capacity for
decision-making, and its crisis deliberations were very much enhanced
during and after the financial crisis facing Europe from 2008.
At the same time, the interpretation of EU competences has broadened.
This has happened both before and after the entry into force of the Lisbon
Treaty a decade ago.
Repeatedly, when there has been a significant crisis discussed on the
level of the European Council, there has been an outcry for action and
inventorying of possible future actions to ensure that the crisis would not
happen again.
One of the first examples of this pattern resulted in the elaboration of
the European Security Strategy in 2003 and several action plans developed
across the board in response to the terrorist attacks in 2001.
The fact that the European Council will meet to discuss future crises,
and the UK not being present, is likely to become problematic from a
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British perspective. For the UK to be put in the same position as Turkey
can be expected to create significant frustrations. Turkey has never been
satisfied with being briefed on the results of EU meetings only after they
have taken place. The question whether another type of (in)formal forum
will be created, meeting perhaps both before and during European Council,
involving key actors such as the United States, UK and Turkey is likely to
become more pressing. In the meantime, the UK is intensifying bilateral
coordination with Berlin and Paris and strengthening local representation
in other EU capitals.
The enormous volume of EU decisions during the Covid-19 illustrate
the power of the European Council as a forum.

Partners/counterparts
Europe and – as will be discussed below – the European Union itself is also
seen as an actor in the South partnering with other countries and groups
of countries and also being a counterpart to other actors.
Whether the role as a partner or as a counterpart is predominant will
depend on the situation and may vary over time. The notion that the EU
or major regional powers in Europe have strategic partners has often led to
considerable frustrations, as tensions have arisen in different relationships.
So, the understanding of partnerships is changing. A decade ago, think
tanks were working hard to look into the potential future strategic partnerships of the European Union. But this turned out to be a less viable notion,
and today it is evident that there are no permanent strategic partners to
the European Union when addressing security challenges in the south, not
even the United Kingdom nor the United States, nor for that matter Turkey.
Still, Europe needs targeted partnerships on specific issues in the South
where not much can be done without agreement with relevant countries
in the region, Turkey again being a case in point.
European members of the United Nations have an essential role in promoting multilateral action and unity on the way ahead in the South. Two
of the European countries, France and the United Kingdom, are permanent
members of the UN Security Council.
Importantly, the role of regional organisations inside the United Nations
is highlighted by Chapter VIII of the UN Charter.
In the situation now facing Africa and the Middle East commitments
made on the UN level are, of course, important as a basis for progress.
Since several decades this has meant a more and more concrete cooperation
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between, in particular, the European Union and the African Union under
the auspices of the United Nations.70 Much of this cooperation includes
capacity-building efforts seeking to enable Africa to manage problems of
significant importance for Europe.
The extent to which the UN influences the way this cooperation is
operationalised has been under scrutiny since many years. This is also a
concern relating to sub regional organisations, such as ECOWAS.
The long-standing cooperation with the African Union and ECOWAS
and the efforts to develop cooperative ties with the Arab League and the
Gulf Cooperation Council will continue to be underpinned by significant
funding.
Clearly, from a European geopolitical perspective, however, the existence
of the Barcelona process or the Mediterranean Union71 or the EU-African
Union co-operative frameworks have not given sufficient leverage. Particularly
after 2015 migration crisis the need has therefore been felt to create several
more dedicated and targeted regional cooperative frameworks with African
countries. One of the main objectives, beyond counterterrorism (the RAN
network), has been to manage the outsourcing of the migration problem
to several key states along the route to Europe. In Africa, this includes
the so-called Rabat72 and Khartoum processes73. Together with the 2016
agreement between the European Union and Turkey these formats have
set the stage for a controversial alliance between European countries and
the South, including Turkey as a key NATO member and candidate for
European Union membership. It is underpinned by significant trust funds.
The number of EU partners is perceived as smaller in comparison to a
decade ago. And not only Turkey but also other countries in the Middle
East and Africa now have a more problematic relationship with the EU.
As discussed earlier in this report, this trend is particularly troublesome
when it comes to Iran, with which a dedicated and compartmentalised
cooperation on the nuclear dossier was achieved in previous years.
The possibilities to develop a holistic co-operative relationship with
countries around the Gulf has also proven to be very difficult not least
because of the conflict between different countries in that region and the
Arab League.
Continued efforts are being made to develop concrete cooperation with
countries such as Libya and Niger. Niger has, notably, been encouraged to
adopt new legislation criminalising the transfer of migrants to the north
in exchange for considerable economic assistance.
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The distancing to the United States is likely to increase the role of the
European Council and subsidiary bodies as a caucus – something which
was anathema to the United States and European Atlanticist powers in the
past, not wishing to undermine the role of NATO. But the United States,
under the current administration, has itself devalued the role of NATO
as an alliance to which the United States earlier has been wholeheartedly
committed.
From a European perspective, the development of US policies towards
the Middle East and to a certain extent Africa in recent years, in particular after the 2016 elections in the US, has been extremely troublesome.
NATO has more and more in relation to the South become a forum for
damage limitation. This has undercut the possibilities for further work on
interoperability and unity in the South between NATO and the EU. The
picture is not the same everywhere. In some areas NATO is more divided
than the EU, in others division in the EU is greater.
It does also mean that whatever operations are likely to take place in
the South are likely to be informal coalitions rather than formal European
CSDP operations.
It is against this background that the informality of defence coordination is increasing in importance, not only from the perspective of the UK
being outside the European Union but also from the standpoint of France
with its essential bilateral defence cooperation with the UK through the
Lancaster House agreement as well as bilaterally with Germany.

Western coordination challenged
Not only have current crises, demographics and other megatrends put the
issue of the Southern dimension on the agenda but also changes in the
assessment of the Western dimension of security, in particular as regards
the transatlantic link. During the entire period of the Cold War and the
ensuing post-Cold War negotiations with Russia, the notion of predictability was hailed as sacrosanct in NATO. The Trump administration has
changed this perception.
What had been perceived as legal and unconditional obligations on the
part of the United States when it comes to its security commitments to
Europe is no longer absolute. Instead, it is conditioned on US prescriptions
of a necessary European quid pro quo counterbalancing what the United
States may promise to do.
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The Iran deal is a particularly ominous example of discontinuation of
United States legal obligations based on decisions taken by the United
Nations Security Council. For a certain time, the lower levels of the Trump
administration sought to contradict the President on these issues to reassure
Europe and NATO. But one by one these officials had to leave the administration, and the impression was given that the only permanent feature
of the administration was Trump himself. If Trump is not re-elected in
2020, the problem may seem to have gone away. But this is most likely a
fallacy. If the American political system is unable to correct the executive
branch when it undermines American legal and political commitments
abroad, this obviously can happen again.
Turkey is another case in point in its relationship to NATO and the EU.
From this perspective, the development of the EU – NATO relationship
has gone into negative direction in the last years. There was a positive
trend in the years immediately after 2015 where much more could be
done in direct cooperation between the EU and NATO. In light of change
in posture in the United States and the UK vis-à-vis the EU, it has been
difficult to pursue this trend.
The problem is not new. This reminds of the situation immediately
after the Iraq intervention in 2003 which had as a result the negotiation of the European Security strategy as an effort to reduce
tension not only within Europe but also with the United States.
It is therefore highly likely that new efforts will be made in the
coming months and years to promote unity through further strategic analysis and debate in the EU and NATO contexts as well as
bilaterally with the United States.
Not least France has expressed the need to continue to elaborate
more common ground with Russia and Germany also has major
bilateral cooperative interests in common with Russia.
To what extent this also will affect the Organisation for Security and
Cooperation in Europe, the OSCE, with its embryonic North-South dimension, is an open question and will to a large extent depend on positions
taken by Russia and the United States. The OSCE remains, of course, a
consensus-based organisation. No doubt this issue will also influence the
work of the incoming Swedish Chair of the OSCE in 2021.
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EU as an actor in the Southern dimension
Requirements and mandates

The importance of the European Union as an actor in the South has increased over the last decades as the requirement for substantial efforts
with significant budgets implemented over more extended periods also
has increased. This role has become
127.important also in political terms, in
particular after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty. A case in point
has been the so-called Iran deal. As the viability of that agreement was
dramatically undercut by the United States in recent years the hopes for
an active European political role in mediating positions no doubt has
decreased significantly.
More specifically, the role of the European Union as an actor with
programs in place over many years is increasing for many European governments.
They need to share the burden financially and politically of actions
which are likely to be controversial on the domestic level in many countries. Such actions are going to lead to possibly violent reactions on the
part of groups and individuals in many countries in the South.
To blame the European Union is likely to become something more
common than ever – both inside and outside the continent.
More focus will be put on the current High Representative of the
European Union in his role as Vice President of the European Commission.
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The geopolitical role of the EU has been recognised in the written mandate
given to him by the President of the European Commission. Commissioners
are instructed to act with determination to overcome resistance to policy
proposals on the part of individual countries of the EU.
Initially in the development of EU external action, it was quite clear
that everything that had to do with security was intergovernmental and
would be subject to a veto by the UK and several other more Atlanticist
countries in the EU. But, as noted, the United Kingdom itself started to
break up this logic through the development of the internal security strategy of the EU and the successive development of Community policies in
the security domain.
It was also quite evident that military operations themselves needed to
be decided through consensus in the intergovernmental domain. Moreover,
this principle was upset not least by the United States and the United
Kingdom but also by France through the introduction of the variable
geometry of coalitions of the willing. The format of the European Union
became an arena where such coalitions could be mobilised.

Instruments
It is highly likely that the emphasis on more action in support of European
interests will be reflected in the development and use of EU instruments.
Already the renaming of the different posts of Commissioners indicates a
shift away from humanitarian and development goals towards more focus
on negotiated partnerships and crisis management.

EU as a military actor:
This raises, of course, the question to what extent the European Union will
also become a military actor of importance in the South, having more or
less discontinued the ambition to field large-scale CSDP operations, after
initial efforts in the last decade.
The issue of how to avoid that force protection and the protection of
civilian missions becomes the predominant concern has not been solved,
as experienced, for instance, in Mali already on the level of the large UN
mission.
This problem also obviously affects local forces. As a case in point, the
national army of Mali has reportedly lost 2% of its personnel in the last
years.
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The difficulties for military and civilian personnel to be present in the
field in certain particularly dangerous countries are likely to increase incentives to replace EU presence with economic assistance and now also
direct military aid.
When important regional actors in Europe, such as France, find it essential to intervene to protect their interests in the South, they are, however,
likely to be keen to embed such interventions in a broader framework such
as was the case during the EU CSDP operations in the DRC.
Some of this may be based on informal frameworks for defence cooperation, as already initiated by France, Germany and the UK.
Other interventions may require more formal and broader cooperation
in the context of the European Union.
It is also in this context likely that major regional powers such as France
and possibly Germany will push the EU towards decision-making procedures not requiring unanimity. Whether this would increase the likelihood
of mobilisation of entities such as the EU Battle Group is much less certain.
The question is whether there ever will be a standardised formation which
will fit requirements in every possible situation.

The role of development cooperation and assistance
Already a glance at the megatrends facing Europe, the Middle East and
in particular Africa, makes it evident that development remains a fundamental condition for long-term security for Europe.
European countries are, of course, not responsible for the internal
affairs of African or Middle Eastern states. But there is a humanitarian
imperative and a perceived need to assist: To promote sustainable development in the south, not least in the European interest. To protect the
effectiveness of this assistance measured in terms of real impact towards
sustainable development has proven to be a challenge in its own right.
Parameters such as conflict sensitivity,74 governance including civilian
control over armed forces75 and corruption76 et cetera all influence the
extent to which assistance reaches the intended recipients and are used
for the purposes intended and agreed between the donor recipients. Here
the links are strong and increasingly worrying between ongoing conflicts
described earlier. This also goes for megatrends driving organised crime
both in Europe and in the south.
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The prospects for long-term development also depend on the rule of
law both on the national, regional and international levels.
It is highly likely that even with much progress in this regard, there
will, as noted above, remain a considerable level of problems related to
corruption.77 Donors often look away when this issue comes up because
a certain level of corruption often is seen as a necessary condition for relative peace between warlords in conflict-ridden societies.
And considering challenges related to organised crime, it is also evident
that the relative absence of the rule of law is related to increased lawlessness.
Additionally, organised crime feeds corruption and promotes an unholy
alliance between the security and justice sectors and criminal networks.
It is a fact, of course, that development assistance on the global level as
elaborated by the OECD is a rules-based activity supposed to fall in line
with Agenda 2030 and other globally accepted goals and principles. At
the same time, it is also clear that development assistance is used as a way
to influence other states in different ways. Assistance can enable recipients
to do what the donor wants. Assistance can build up a dependence on future aid which can exert pressure on the recipient at a later date. Similarly,
the recipient can start using aid in a way not intended by the donor over
time in contradiction to the mutually agreed goals. Delivering effective
development aid is difficult in conflict-sensitive environments.
It is now deemed more important and acceptable to use development aid
as a political tool to influence recipients than before. Thus, development
aid is likely to be included in the geopolitical perspective now proposed for
the European Union. Without going into great detail in this complicated
context, it is noteworthy that the emphasis on local ownership probably
will suffer in the process.
It is also possible that even more of the current assistance in the future
will be transferred as budgetary support78 to recipient countries. Such
support can be equipped with strict conditionality. It is also relatively easy
for European states – not least in view of Covid-19 restrictions on travel –
to implement budget support since the requirement for a presence on the
ground in dangerous environments is drastically reduced. But the downside is, of course, that it becomes much less clear whether the assistance
will address significant development needs. It is also a highly complicated
issue of how Europe, for instance, can react to further manifestations of
civil unrest such as during the Arab Spring.
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All in all, it is increasingly incumbent upon the EU and European member states to intensify impact assessment studies not only ex-post but also
ex-ante which include in depth security policy analysis.
--More specifically, two types of cooperative assistance programs are under
particular scrutiny from the perspectives of parliaments and civil society:

The role of Trust funds for migration:
This includes the trust funds set up after 2015 on migration and crisis
management79, first of all for Turkey and Syria but also with countries such
as Niger. It is most likely a fallacy to believe that EU(ropean) investments
can be limited to beefing up internal security structures in key countries
along the route to Europe such as Niger. One also must realise that many
have benefited from the earlier trade in human beings along this route. The
case in point of the city of Agadez in Niger illustrates that an estimated
loss of income in this city due to the criminalization of migrant transports
amounts to something like $100 million per year. So far, compensation in
the form of development projects benefiting the city amounts to just a few
percent of this sum. 80As typically is the case with development projects,
it also takes a long time before such projects are up and running. And
regulations governing development projects in the EU require that the
funds should benefit the local population at large, not specifically those
who have benefited from an activity which is now criminalised. There are
therefore already indications that those who are prevented from pursuing
this trade seek other illegal sources of income.

The role of the European Peace Facility:81
The EU is also developing further capacity not only to train and equip
countries in the South but also to do it with military assistance. This will
now also include the new European Peace Facility enhancing the capabilities of the EU to do peacekeeping not only to train and equip African and
possibly Middle Eastern forces but also to provide them in certain situations with military assistance including lethal weapons. For the European
Union to enter into the picture as a provider of security-related assistance
was already from the start of the CSDP a valid concept. This was true, in
particular when it came to the provision of training and advice.
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But then, as the second element, came the introduction of the training
and equipment notion, which using the term CSBD82 was limited to nonlethal equipment. With the new instrument now proposed for deployment
during the next financial period of the EU, another step has been taken to
introduce lethal equipment into the picture. There is a precursor to this –
the African peace facility. It has been in place since 2004. Hopefully, the
selection of client states will take place based on a careful analysis of the
governments to be supported. Ideally, only democratic governments with
this the appropriate security sector reform already being implemented
would benefit from EU assistance.
The problem of a slippery slope here is that the EU cannot decide where,
from an EU interest vantage point, the crucial interventions need to be
made. One such example is not only Mali but closer to the choke point
of migration to Europe, such as Niger.
The jury is out concerning the advisability of acting in the grey zone
between military action and military advice and training. Still, European
countries are likely to become more and more wary of the fact that other
states, including Russia and possibly even China and India, are doing this.
They are providing military expertise and even mercenaries and air power
to prop up African governments including key actors in the Middle East,
such as President Assad in Syria.

A note on strategies
Finally, in terms of strategies, it is most likely that in a world of transactional strategies promoted not only by President Trump but also by the
UK government there needs to be less focus on a general enumeration of
different values to which the EU is committed. Instead, there will be a
need for further elaboration of operational and less strategic documents,
such as those elaborated after the migration crisis in 2015, where there
is a relatively close link between general policy and financial instruments.
As noted, there is a shift in this context towards seeing the EU more as
a power than a partner. This is already obvious from the initial statements
of the President of the Commission and the High Representative.
The notion of resilience was a key concept in the Southern dimension
of the EU Global strategy for 2016. Creating a capacity for countries in
the South to manage their problems and not transfer them to Europe is
likely to become ever more important from a European perspective. Efforts
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will most likely be made by regional powers in Europe to promote client
state relationships.
This may, to a certain extent, mean less focus on the comprehensive
concept of security as developed in the OSCE, including a balance between
security and cooperation, between security, human rights, democracy and
the rule of law. Likewise, the need for policy coherence for development
may receive less attention.
Initially, this took the form of focusing on better collaboration between humanitarian and development actors, the so-called double
Nexus.83 As from 2016, the UN Secretary-General promotes, including also better cooperation with security actors in light of the
sustainable development goals.
Historically such an approach has been controversial in the European
Union. A case in point was the humanitarian intervention in the
eastern part of the DRC already in 2003, the so-called Artemis
operation
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“In the last 10 months, our neighbourhood has become engulfed in flames, from
Libya to Belarus”
(Josep Borrell to Financial Times September 13, 2020)
“Sweden will participate fully in and shape EU cooperation in a way that safeguards
both Sweden’s and Europe’s interests. – - – Europe must take greater responsibility
for its own security.”
(Statement of Swedish Government Policy, 08 September 2020)
The security landscape in and around Europe is not at all reassuring. In 2020
developments have been dramatic. In this report this refers to fire resulting from
conflicts, from organized crime and terrorism, fire in refugee camps and notably
fire resulting from climate change. And then there are all the manifestations of
burning crises which can be observed in other ways, including civil unrest, violence,
oppression, torture and refugee flows not to speak of the burning lungs of Covid-19
patients.

Key observations:
This report looks beyond an evaluation of the current security environment in the
European Southern neighbourhood and discusses the links between challenges and
responses:
• The threat of war spilling over from the South to Europe – or otherwise impacting
Europe – requires capacity building – but such capacity building risks coming too
late
• Other short- to longer term threats and challenges, notably related to flow security
also require capacity building as well as continuity and comprehensiveness
• The transatlantic link remains fundamental at least as long as sufficient European
capacity is not built. Still the containment proposition – that great powers will in
some way protect Europe from threats from the South – needs to be revisited.
• Demands on EU(rope) – institutions as well as individual European states – will
be increasing. But capacity building in light of Covid-19 inevitably means more
austere budgets
• Strategic autonomy is a wider issue than the military dimension – already a
contentious debate – and includes, notably in light of the Covid-19 experiences,
supply security
• There is a need for a comprehensive approach 2.0 – a realistic synthesis that
includes the military dimension
• The overall securitization of the Southern dimension and
related policies need to be carefully calibrated not to bring
counterproductive effects – necessarily a painful balancing act.
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